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COLD WEATHER
TO CONTINUE

TONIGHT
WEATHER

OFFICE

DENVER

IN

HOLDS OUT HOPE FOR SLIGHTLY WARMER

TEMPERATURE
FALLING

ON

SNOW TO KEEP

THE BEAUTIFUL WILL PILE DEEPER AND DEEPER TONIGHT

MANY RECORDS ARE BROKEN
THERMOMETER

UNEXPECTED

TO

DROPS

LEVELS

Middle West Still Warm.
Washington, Jan. 6. The eastward
advance of the first cold weather of
the winter, coming down from Alaska
and the Canadian northwest, has been
effectually retarded by an area of
developed over the
high pressure
western Atlantic ocean and coast
states, the weather bureau announced
this morning. Very low temperatures
prevail throughout the west, the line
of zero temperature extending Into
the Texas panhandle.
Abnormally high temperatures, for
this season of the year prevail east of
the Mississippi river except in the
northeast, ljut the cold wave
will reach the east gulf states, the.
. upper lane and west
OMo valley,
i
lower lane regiuus oy wmviivn.
will be accompanied by snow over the
north and central districts and by
rains over the southern districts. Hain
or snow will result in the Atlantic
states Tuesday night and will be accompanied by a fall in temperatures.
Cold wave warnings have been or
dered for Michigan, Ohio, Indiana
Kentucky. Tennessee, Mississippi and
northern Alabama.
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TURKS STAND ADAMANT
THEIR DEMAND THAT THEY
RETAIN ADRIANOPLE
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THE DATE, HOWEVER, IS UNSET
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ter effecting organization both house
and senate adjourned until tomorrow.! A CONSPIRACY
CF WEALTH
The present legislature will be call
ed on to elect two United States senHEAD OF FEDERATION OF LABOR
IT WAS PLANNED TO SELL THE
ators. On January 14 Senator W. E.
ARE AS
SAYS EMPLOYERS
SOUTHERN PACIFIC SHARES
Borah will be
to the full
UNION
PACIFIC.
DYNAMITERS
TO
WICKED AS
term and the same day the joint session will begin balloting for the short
term.
DOES NOT AFFECT SEPARATION
Progressive legislation of impor- AnEMPTJOKUSIlLAEIlElS
tance will be presented to the legislature in the shape of bills providing DECLARES ORGANIZED
CAPITAL
COURT HOLDS THIS PROCEDURE
inistate
a
for
railroad
the
commission,
TYRANIS ENDEAVORING TO
WOULD NOT BE IN ACCORDtiative, referendum and recall, includNIZE OVER WORKING MEN
ANCE WITH DECISION.
ing the recall of judges, commission
form of government for counties and
6. Answering
Washington, Jan.
Washington, Jan. 6. The supreme measures for the protection of workcriticism aimed at the American Fed
court today held that the plan ad- ers.
eration of Labor, Samuel Gomper3 to
vanced by Union Pacific attorneys of
cf
disposing! of the entire stock holdings BRITISH OFFICERS tNTtRTA'MED day addressed the
of the Union Pacific Railroad company
Washington, Jan. fi. Under the es- the, judiciary of the senate in favor ot
and eon- in the Southern Pacific company by cort of Lieutenant Commander Syph-er- , the Clayton
U. S. N., four officers uf the 3rit tempt bills. He said:
transfer to the stockholders of the
"If ever the time shall come when
Union Pacific company, would not so lsh warship Natal arrived in Washingeffectually end the Union Pacific mer- ton this morning to be thy quests of government by dynamite shall ba at
They are Cap- tempted (let us hope that it never
ger as to comply with its dissolution the navy depa'-tms.i- t
tain C. Greatores, Engineer Coni'nan-de- r will) it will have as its main cause
decree.
Union Pacific attorneys claimed for
S. J. Sutton, Lieutenant Ralph the theory and policy upon which is
the Union Pacific stock holders the Eliot and Assistant Paymaster C." F. based government by injunction."
exclusive privilege of taking over the King. The Natal brought back Ue
Closing his statement, which, tncud-e- d
an assault on employers and manu$12G,650,000 worth of Southern Pacific body of Ambassador Reid and its officers have seized the opportunity- to facturers' associations, particularly tha
stock.
Union Pacific attorneys claimed for see the American capital before re- United States Steel corporation and
association.
the National Erectors
thj Union Pacific stock holders the turning to their own shores.
exclusive privilege of taking over the
Gompers declared that organized la1912 IS OMITTED.
$120,630,000 worth of Southern Pacific
bor would not repudiate the iron workJan. 6. Chairmap ers and "leave them helpless at the
Washington.
stock, which the supreme court found
the Union Pacific Railroad company Clapp of the senate committee investi- mercy of organized capital and insaowns in violation of the Sherman gating campaign funds failed again tiable, uncurbed greed for profits."
anti-trulaw. Attorney General Wick- - to have his committee authorizes to Gompers said organized
labor felt
ersham opposed any plan that gave investigate the presidential campaign keenly "the terrible consequences of
the. Union ,.P.nciiflg stockholders an ex- - of 1912. , Senator Oliver's, objection the Indianapolis trials '' r- -- elusive privilege of buying the South that the Clapp resolution should Ue
He continued: "But v.L.a of tlio
referred to the committee on continern Pacific stock in question.
of organized capital a conconspiracy
He was willing to approve, how- gent expenses because it involved ex- spiracy to murder tha liberty of toilever, a plan for the Union Pacific penditures of money, was sustained ers, to tear from them the means ot
stock holders to share In the distriprotection by which ttey have better
,E. A. FORNEY DEAD.
bution with the South Pacific stock
ed their condition? Ia not sut-- a conGuthrie. Okla., Jan. 6. E. A. For
holders other than the Union Pacific
spiracy sufficiently dastardly to incur,
ney of Guthrie, a newspaper man for some odium? Should such conspiratRailroad company.
New York,
decision of the years In Philadelphia,
Announcing the
ors be accorded nothing but honor
Chicago and Topeka, died last night
court today, Justice Day said:
and respectability?"
power
where he owned a
"The proposal to distribute the at Stroud, Okla.,
defended the American!
Gompers
Mr. Forney was a resident of
stock among tha share holders of the farm.
a force for betterment,
as
Federation
for
New Mexico, and was an aspirant
Union Pacific company or to sell the
and resented attacks
of
conditions
senator during the camstock to such share holders, if grant- United States
the beginning cf ta
since
it
upon
to statehood.
ed, will in effect, transfer the stock paign prior
dynamite case. He said he was ready
from the Oregon Short Line company,
at any time to submit to an inDOCTOR KILLS HIMSELF
which now holda it for the Union Paauthor6.
Dr.
Wil vestigation by any constituted
Little Rock, Ark., Jan.
cific company, to the share holders
reof
or
any
the representatives
ity
who own and control the latter com- liam Elze Greene, formerly president
docof
citizens,
every
spectable
lody
of the American institute of homeopany. The court is of tne opinion
ument, paper or account.
pathy and of the Southern Associa
cannot
that this distribution or sale
and killed
be ordered. The ultimate determina-- j tion of Homeopathy, shot
MONTANA HAS NEW GOVERNOR- here
last
his
home
at
himself
night
tion of the affairs of a corporation
Helena, Mont, Jan. G. The inagn- 6S
old
had
years
rests with its stock holders and arises Dr. Greene, who was
of Samuel V. Stewart as govration
from their power to choose the gov-- i been in ill health for some months.
ernor cf the state of Montana todays
was attended by the ceremonies cuserning board of directors. After such
TO SUCCEED DAVIS.
distribution as is now proposed, the
to the occasion. The new govLittle Rock, Ark., Jan. 6. Governor tomary
stock holders of the Union Pacific
ernor is a lawyer by profession and
W. Donaghey today appoint
company may dominate and control George
or T v Hoialipll Aftitor nf the Ar-- long has been active in democratic
not only the Union Pacific company,
,ie assuuitt leaufisuip
Unitted ' l10111"-8- but the Southern Pacific company as kansas Gazette, of this city,
the Montana democracy two yearn
Jet-;
succeed
the
senator
to
late
States
j
well.
is ago, when, as state chairman, ha
"In rejecting the proposal for the ferson Davis. The appointment
brought about the defeat of Senator
4.
March
transfer of the Southern Pacific com- for the short term ending
Thomas H. Carter.
pany's stock held for the Union PacifWith the installation of the new-static company (either by distribution
officials a new legislature also
DEMOCRATS BEGIN
among or sale to the stock holders
assembled to begin its work. Th
of the Union Pacific company) we do
n control of twti
i democratic party is
a Dire
not mean to preclude the district
a 1 to
I mill I
a
democrat
and
brancliea
llillJi ;
court from considering and acting
M.
; named to succeed Joseph
i,
""
upon plans which may t submitted
the Roosevelt chairman, in the Unit-to it under the former opinion and HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COM-- ;
gtateg entt1e- T. J. A .t' a a
MITTEE HOLDS HEARING ON
j
decree of the court. We are of the
lfflm attorneVi ,8 1h nim Mle,t 1 , r
CHEMICAL SCHEDULE
opinion, however, and now hold that
the senatorship. Measure fror, '
the proposed plan of disposit'.jn of
i
for woman's suffrage, road
the entire stock holders of the Union
Washington, Jan 6. Democratic re-- i ,mellIgi pre8ij(,nual preference
Pacific company in the Southern Pao. the tariff actually got under niaries and a closer Etate supervision
cific company by transfer to ,.ie stock way today when the house ways and of Investment companies and promo
holders of the Union Pacific company means committee began hearings tion
enterprises will occupy tho attenwill not so effectually pnd t'ie com- - which will be the basis of the new
tion of the lawmakers during the sixNation as to comply with the de-- t tariff bill of the next congress, to re- ty days' session.
cree heretofore ordered to be entered peal the rayne-Aldriclaw. The
by this court."
hearing was on Schedule "A," the
SPRY TALj Cr "ICS
Railroad attorneys had. heid that chemical schedule.
a a.
Salt Lake C.'y, ut
Union Pacific share holders should be
Tha committee plans to go down ernor WiUia' i I". ry ii ".
recognized as qualified ouy.jrs of through the list, taking a now sched- office at Eoro t,J y f
Southern Pacific stack, "in. order that ule every other day until all have been term S3 ch,f f
,
f
they may have on opportunity to pro-U'- covered. The fin;t witness today was 1 .3 i
:.l ; :
J
themselves,. against a Eacr.fffi Henry Howard cf Kcsr York, repre- - t' r'r 1 r '
iil liiis vaiutil,
i ; t!i5
hfwjt covered by in-
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S. P. MERGER.

TRANSFERS WILL NOT SUFFICE
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METHOD

FOR DISSOLVING

PROPOSED

INJUNCTION
RULE

OF THE

DISAPPROVES

GOftlPEElSAGAI

BORAH GOES BACK
Boise, Ida., Jan. 6. John M. Haines
of Boise became governor cf Idaho today, succeeding James Hawley. A
simple ceremony marked the induc- MAKES SPEECH TO THAT EFtion into office of the new governor
FECT BEFORE SENATE JUDIand other state officials. The twelfth
CIARY COMMITTEE
legislature convened at noon and af-

PLAr

London, Jan. 6. At the peace con
ference today between the delegates
of the Balkan states and Turkey, the
GRAFTER3 ON TRIAL.
Turkish envoys offered to make furth
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. C The deer concessions which were consider- - fendants in the
graft scanfor
were
dals
California Crops Damaged.
that
fergely
responsible
ered, by the Balkan plenipotentiaries
.
in
a
reform
the
San Francisco, Jan. t. nenei ujw suffic
election
mayor
of,
ent to prevent the threatens
oustthe
the biting cold, the sharpest felt since
a
and
ago
Philadelphia
rupture of the negotiations.
January, 1888, was promised today by
ing of the old political combine, were
rewill
be
The peace negotiations
the weather bureau here. For the
arraigned for trial today on charges
meet-in- s
northern and central portions of the sumed, but the date of the next
of conspiracy to defraud the city. The
was not fixed at the conclusion
state, the forecast was warmer weathprincipal defendants are
er tonight with a shift of the wind of today's session. The official report of Public Safety Henry Clay,
into the southeast For,, southern of today's meeting says:
Architect Carl B. Zilenziger and John
California, the change would not ar
Having examined the new propojs- R. Higgins, head of a contracting
re- rive until late,
firm. The case grew out of expos?, the Turkish delegates made a
was
The lowest temperature here
vy to the declaration of the allies ures of alleged contract scandals be32.8. Ice .formed on the streets and The latter declared the work of the fore the Catlln commission, before
24 above.
the Marin county shore of San Fran- conference suspended.
the mayoralty primary election more
Fair weather is indicated in Colora- cisco was crackling with Ice this
a
than a year ago, following which
Ottoman
presented
The
delegates
do for tonight and Tuesday. Not quite morning.
Considerable crop damage statement in which they spoke of TurClay and his alleged
so cold and slowly rising tempera- waB
were indicted. It is looked
reported, but the weather bxtresV key's earnest desire to reach a settleTuesday had no figures on the extent.
tures, in eastern Colorado.
ox the most important
as
one
con
no
upon
offered
but
Important
ment,
colder weather with snow in east porhere in years,
conducted
adamant
upon
remain
prosecutions
cessions.
They
" '
" tion, is the prediction .for New Mex- Cold.Wecther In Utah.
the
and
..has been at
;
vatth
coming;
the subject of Adrianople.
icoTdday" and tonight
in building np its
Salt Lake, Jan. C The thermommouths
for
work
adthen
allies
The delegates of the
The cold weather caused consider- eter registered zero from 5 to 8
men.
the Turkish offer case against the accused
able interruption in railroad traffic, o'clock this morning in Salt Lake journed to consider
a
trains from the east and west being City. This is the coldest since Febru- and upon returning presented
as the Turks
FALL ELECTION ILLEGAL
that
adding
late.
hours
to
one
four
reported from
ary 12, 1905, when the mercury fell had not met their terms, they must
Santa
Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. Summers
Considerable suffering and probable to four below. At noon there was a
The Burkhart, legad adviser for Governor
date.
without
Rn
ask,
adjournment
loss is indicated from meager reports decided rise in temperature. Severe
the William C. McDonald, has issued a
received from the cattle and sheep weather is reported from all parts of delegates subsequently emphasized
off. lengthy brief in which he states that
broken
been
not
had
negotiations
ranges.
Utah and Idaho.
me the second election of Senator Albert
i
oi
'
tne
siuings
By "suspending
B. Fall to the United States senate,
of
the
the
conference
delegates
Los Angeles Reports Cold.
peace
Warmer In Seattle.
occurred in June of last year,
which
to
j
have
Los Angeles, Jan. 6. Dense palls
Seattle Wash. Jan. 6. The lowest allied Balkan nations claim
was
Re
not
orThough he occupies
legal.
Turks.
In
to
the
move
next
the
the
of smoke from
smudge pots
in Seattle this morning left
temperature
A
ftltftma- - an important position and the gover.
entints thft
oav
foiiT
la
(hair
the
,
TY,
today
overspread
groves
itiiciu
ange
aouu, h.jj
was zo aegrees. ligui
Istire citrus region of southern Califor- lng with rising temperature. Temper- tive of presenting fresh proposals nor, upon his advice, can refuse to
nia In an effort to prevent tremen- atures in Alaska are not abnormal, which shall follow closely the de- sue a certificate of election to Senator
dous damage from the coldest weath- Sitka, with a high temperature of 38, mands of the Balkan league and thus Fall, Mr. Burkhart's opinion is not finer known in this vicinity for years. having been warmer yesterday than resuming the conferences, or of ad- al.
Ice formed everywnere. The weather Seattle.
hering to the Turkish claim for the
bureau here reported "kiUing" frost
retention of the fortress of Adrian-opl- CASH REGISTER TRIAL RESUMED.
foothills
the
of
shelves
the
on all
and rupturing further negotiaMontana Is Freezing Up.
Cincinnati, O., Jan.. 6. After a retemA
where orange growers for years have
6.
tions.
Jan.
cess of nearly three weeks the trial
Spokane, Wash.,
known no dangerous temperatures. perature of 10 degrees above zero was
has been of President John H. Patterson and
An important advance
Damage was general, but until the reported here today by the local mad by the Turks toward meeting numerous other officials or former
cold abates no figures on losses can weather bureau. The coldest place the demand of the Balkan allies, ac- officials of the National Cash Regisbe accurate.
in Montana was Havre, which report- cording to the opinion expressed by ter company was resumed In the fedRiverside, In the heart of the or- ed 36 below.
eral court here today The defendthe representatives of Bulgaria in
ange belt, was the coldest spot of all.
to the new Ottoman proposals as ants are charged with having violatAt midnight the thermometer fell to
SPOONER IS 70.
to the future frontier between Bulga- ed the criminal section of the Sher18 degrees. S. A. Little, head of a
law.
New York, Jan. 6. John C. Spoon-er- , ria and Turkey.
man anti-trufruit company, saia that 90 per cent
who has practiced law in this city
were
expectOttoman
The
delegates
of the oranges immediately around since he retired from the United
ed to present a definite project durRiverside would be a total loss.
senate several years ago, was
States
San Diego, with a minimum "of 28 remembered liy numerous friends and ing today's sittin:? of the peace
suggesting that the western
coldest
1
tyie
degrees, experienced
associates on the occasion cf his sev frontier should follow the course of
TODAY IN CONGRESS
to
in
Its
weather
history, according
.
entieth mrtnaay anmverry iuuu,.
ft
dj
weather bureau records.
,
Mr. Spooner represented Wisconsin, Turks to retain the fortress of Adrian
were
water
At Santa Barbara
pipes
the United States senate for about
in
ople, but to abandon
frozen and one man was treated for 15
Washington, Jan. 6. Senate: Conand was recognized as one
at noon.
vened
a frozen ear. In Los Angeles the min- of years
the ablest and most influential
Considered amendment to enlarge
imum was 30 degrees.
When
house.
members of the upper
powers of the campaign funds invesReports of freezing weather, in Uw at the height 6t his career he surCalifornia orange growing belt an.l
tigating committee.
his
prised his friends by resigning
Senator Bristow introduced a bill
the prediction that frost might destroy seat in the senate, explaining that
an industrial commission to cona large part of this years crop were the
for
rewards of public life
pecuniary
interest
today.
discussed here with
trol corporations and with power simwere so insignificant that he felt it
ilar to that of interstate commerce
Chicago receives alor,t. 2,400 cars of his
duty to retire from office eo that
commission.
FIGHTER
IS
PRIZE
CHAMPION
oranges and lemons from California he
for
might be better able to provide
Samuel Compere, at judiciary comLIKELY TO TAKE THE COUNT
annually and next to New York is the the future of his family.
mittee's hearing on
IN BOUJ WITH COURTS.
largest wholesale distributing center
nnr,4,mr.t liilla nrlvrvatpd these
for citrus fruit in this country.
TRIAL OF NAVY PAYMASTER.
and discussed for first time pub- indictments
Thus It is estimated that about 90
fi.
bills
Jan.
Eight
Chicago,
case.
A
l
6.
Philadelphia, Pa., Jand.
per cent of the oranges and lemons
charging Jack Johnson with alleged licly the dynanute conspiracy
trial
resumed
of
for the trial of Assistant Pay- - violations of the Mann white slave
received In Chicago are shipped from
Court impeachment
California. Frank Cuneo, one of the m'mtpr Harrv VT Palmnr nF tllH trans- - act were called before Federal Judge of Judge Archbald.
House Convened at noon.
largest dealers in citrus fruit in this port Prairie, assembled at the Phila- - Carpenter today. The hearing was
'
x
cliui
said
Considered
The
in
(:j,
trie
navy
today.
legislation on unanireport
yard
city,
discussing
today:
officially made against Palmer are pjni0n is expected
by the United mous consent calendar.
"Less than 10 per cent of tint embezzlement, falsehood, Inefficient Slates supreme court on tne constiWsijh and in ;aiiH committee began
to
year's orunge crop has beim market- - performance of duty and sulmiH.ltng tutionality of the law within a few tariff revMou bearings, lislf-nliir
rmticr
I
oliji'-tioiicd and if the dumaa to the fruit
liiaiiiifactm
fraudulent returns to ho bureau
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Jan. 6. Slight abatement
of the extremely cold weather that
prevailed yesterday and last night
throughout Colorado, Wyoming and
New Mexico, was predicted by the
togovernment weather bureau here
records
low
new
cases
In
many
day.
for this date were recorded, among
the government records for below zero
temperatures last night being:
Denver 20; Pueblo 18; Leadville 30;
Grand Junction 6; Cheyenne, Wyo.,
24; Sheridan, Wyo., 32; Lander 22;
Amarillo, Texas, 2; Rapid City, 22;
Flagstaff, Ariz., 14. In New Mexico
the temperature approached the zero
mark, the government records showRos-we2
at
and
iing at Santa Fe above
Denver,

of the
of the total
capitalization
Southern Pacific company. Attorney
General Wickersham held that in the
interest of competition the two sets
of stock holders should share in buying the disputed stock.

COURT

SUPREME

Washington, Jan. 6. Before the
senate committee on appropriations a
public hearing was begun today on
the advisability of maicing provision
In the legislative, executive and judicial appropriations for the maintenance of the commerce court. Leading
Importers and shippers from all sections have been invited to tell the
committee wh?t they think of the
commerce court, which the democratic house nas orderea abolished on
March 4, a decision in which the senate during the last session concurred.
It is said, however, that sentiment
in the senate has changed considerably with relation to this newest Judicial tribunal, and that the vote In
the upper chamber may not be the
same as last session. Friends of the
commerce court have been doing
much missionary work and are said
to have made numerous converts in
the senate. It ardiess of any action
the committee n appropriations may
take looking ti the abolishment of
the court, its friends promise a battle royal on the floor of the senate.
Democratic raiders In the houce declare they will not recede from their
position in absolute opposition to continuing the court.
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CITY EDITION

JANUARY 6, 1913.

FATE IN BALANCE.

COMMERCE'S

ex-tru-

AND TOMORROW

THE

paratively small. Of course we can
not make an accurate estimate of the
effect oa the price until we know the
exact extent cf the damage done w
the crop.'
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Hum

in the wall,

was

and clean.
i
lie reported his find to the local auho have forwarded it to
thorities,
officials in Denver.
service
secret
tie
It is believed that the mold is a
very old one and that it has nothing
to do with any present attempt to
make spurious money.
coin from which it
The five-cewas made bore the date of 1835. AcM.
P.CV.
HARWOOD cording to old residents in AlbuquerTHOMAS
comMAKES INTERESTING DiSCOV-ERque, that was the date of the
IN ADOBE WALL
mitment of a young native of Old Alforbuquerque, whose name is since
be6.
is
X.
M.t
It
for
January
counterfeiting.
Albuijueqw,
gotten,
The two halves of a plaster of Paris lieved this may have been a part of
mold, presumably made by Borne per-eo- his outfit
who desired to counterfeit United The mold had apparently been mada
States money, were found yesterday in an ordinary oblong box, such as
morning In the wall of an ancient druggists call a "powder box." The
adobe in Old Albuquerque by Rev. two halves were smoohtly faced, and
Thomas Harwood. The mold was ap- the impression of the coin was quite
parently intended for the manufac- clear. Small brass pegs were in one
ture of nickels out of lead or some half of the mold, and corresponding
pSrtlar material, and although un- holes in the other, that it might he
doubtedly of many years' age, was in made to register correctly when in
good condition. It had not been use. A funnel- - shaped gate led to the
used, to all appearances, as the plas- top, where the metal might be poured,
ter was without the discoloration in.
that' comes from heat
Rev. Harwood found the mold in
an old tin can in the wall of what
OPEN HEARING8 ON TARIFF.
was formerly known as the "Salazar
Washington, Jan. 6. Marking the
place," in Old Albuquerque. This first direct and Important sequel to
property has been owned by the
the democratic victories of last Nocollege, an industrial school vember, the ways and means commitfor boys, located on North Fourth tee of the house this morning began
street since 1900. It has been rented, a series of hearings for the purpose
and it was in connection with the of preparing the ground for the actual
renting that Rev. Harwood was there. work of tariff legislation by the next
He saw the end of a tin can sticking in congress. The hearings are to be
the wall and decided that someone continued with two sessions daily on
had been attempting to hide some- alternate days of the week until the
thing there and investigated. He pried end of January, by which time It is
out the can with a slick and inside, expected that most of the preliminary
wrapped in a common manila paper work may be In hand so that the
sack, found the mold. The lower end work may then begin on the drafting
of the can was badly rusted, show- of the measure or measures for taring that it had been exposed to the iff reduction in readiness for the exweather some time, while the uppei tra session beginning about April 1.
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"1 don't see what in the world we
shall ever do with all our things,"
sighed Mrs. Hemming when she and
her husband decided, after much discussion, to move from their house,
which was too lonesomely big now
that the children had all gone away
to homes of their own. "Our apart-

ment won't begin to hold our furniture, to say nothing of all the things
we have stored in the attic."
"Pick out the furniture you need
and then turn a second-hanman
loose in the house," suggested Hemming.

"But Charles, you wouldn't want me
to sell all our old keepsakes, would
you?"
"Most assuredly. What earthly use
to any one are a lot of old books,
vases and pictures that no one ever
looks at except at house cleaning
time. Do they do anybody any good?"
"No, I don't suppose they do," reluctantly admitted Mrs. Hemming, "but
I hate to part with some of them.
"That's just sentiment, my dear. The
fact is, it will be a relief to you when
you are rid of all that old lumber."
"Perhaps I could select just a few
of the oldest things and we could put
them in the storeroom of the apartment. You know there's a nice big
storeroom, Charles."
"Yes, I know It, Harriet, and I'm
planning to keep my golf clubs there
and my fishing tackle. So if yon
please, we won't fill up that storeroom
with a lot of useless trash."
After the second-handealer's visit
Hemming said to his wife: "1 hope
to
you were sufficiently strong-mindelet everything in the attic go?"
"Well, nearly everything," answered
Mrs. Hemming.
"There are a few lit-ti-e
articles that it seems a shame to
"
sell, such as
"Never mind enumerating them,
Harriet. I shouldn't be Interested in
a list of crippled furniture or ancient
photograph albums.""
"But what I thought of keeping was
"
the two old
"Now, Harriet we decided to get
rid of all our old stun. Don't let Han-kinleave a thing tomorrow when h
comes with his wagons."
When the wagons drove away load;
c
ed with furniture and
mostly of a peculiarly inartistic period, Mrs. Hemming laughed away
her regrets. "Charles was right, she
said to herself. Tt would have been
silly to keep that ugly trumpery."
About a fortnight after they were
settled in their apartment, Hemming
came home one afternoon carrying a
large box.
"I have a little present for you, Harriet," he said with boyish pleasure
"You'll be surprised when you see
what it is. I was passing Devlin's antique shop this morning when some
things In the windows caught my eye
and took me back about 40 years to
the time when I was courting a cer-taipretty girl in her grandmother'
best parlor, which was lighted .with
green glass lamps. There, my dear
what do you think of these?" He triumphantly drew from the box tw
large green glass lamps of
shape and decoration. "Do they
make you thick of anything, Har
riet?"
"Yes, they do they make me think
of a lot of things," she answered
"How much did you pay for them?"
"Devlin let me have them cheap.
You see, one of his collectors picked
them up for litle or nothing in an old
Vermont farmhouse
where antiques aren't appreciated, sc
he sold me the pair for $20. Really,
Harriet I'd have given $30 If he'd
asked it."
"Well, Vm glad he didn't ask It"
replied Mrs. Hemming, "for I sold
these same lamps to Hankins three
weeks ago for $1 apiece."
"Great Scott! Are you sure they're
the same lamps?"
"Of course I'm sure. I'd know them
If you bought them in Egypt I was
brought up under those lamps."
"A dollar apiece! And I snapped
them up for $20 the pair!" mused
Hemming, trying not to look sheepish.
"Yes, and I'm glad you did," responded Mrs. Hemming. "For they
were what I hated to part with most
'. wanted to
keep them and I'm awfully
glad to have them back."
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Historic Inn Et.'.'I Visited by tflmny
Prominent Politicians Mad
Their Boarding House Here.
Me. Near the level
Monmouth.
plain that stretches northward from
Monmouth Academy In this city, overlooking a long reach of undulating
woodland, with the hazy outline of
the mite Mountains In the distance
stands the oldest relic of coaching
days, the Prescott Tavern. Sqnare
as a blockhouse, Mp roofed, and trace
crowned with a great chimney. It
harks back to 1801, when It was built
Though
by Capt Sewall Prescott
somewhat decayed and battered, It is
an Interesting landmark. The front
door has been ajar a decade, and
sightseers come and go at will. The
building is owned by the Prescott
estate.
One of the curiosities of the place
is the old taproom. This room was
to the day of 1800 what the little place
behind the screen in the modern eat--
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Turk With Wife Would Be Safe.
Montenegro is the only country In
Europe where a wife may be regarded
is a perambulating life insurance pol-'cThe Montenegrin is intensely
Respect for women is carried
to such a pitch that although the very
word Turk affects the native as a red
rag does a bull, yet a Turkish traveler
Ending himself In the wilds of Montenegro would be absolutely safe if he
were accompanied by his wife.
Life is patriarchal. There are no
towns, only villages. There are vil
lages of half a dozen houses, in each
of which three and sometimes four
generations of a family live together.
Travels, in spite of this patriarchal
life, find the men gloomy and taciturn,
with their eyes open for treachery and
their right hand on their revolver.
London Daily Mirror.
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Old Prescott Tavern.

lng house is to the present The
doors leading from the taproom to
the narrow side hall are double, a
fact suggestive of the large puncheons
that often found entrance there.
Through this entrance the troops
were marched in double file when they
came from the muster field nearby to
fiood the dust from their throats with
Capt. Prescott's "West India and molasses."
Many visitors are attracted here In
the summer.
The summer following the building
of the house. In 1801, It received a
It
christening that Immortalized
Francis Asbury, the pioneer bishop,
sat In the upper hall at the head of a
handful of Methodist circuit riders,
and conducted the proceedings of the
second New England conference held
In Maine. A congregation supposed to
h
of all the Methorepresent
dists in New England gathered outside the doors to listen to a discourse
from his venerable lips.
After Monmouth Academy became
an educational Institution of some importance, Prescott's Tavern became
the boarding place of many men who
have since won laurels In the political
arena. Tenantless and dreary, the
"old fort," as it is often called, stands
like a ghost of historic days.
one-sixt-

Restoration to Entry of Lands in National Forest
Notice is hereby given that the
lands described below, embracing
430.92 acres, within the Pecos National Forest New Mexico, will be subject to settlement and entry under
the provisions of the homestead laws
of the United States and the act of
June 1L 190G, (34 Stat, 233), at the
United States land office at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on March 4, 1913.
Any settler who was actually and in
good faith claiming any of said lands
for agricultural purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and has not abandoned
same, has a preference right to make
a homestead entry for the lands actually occupied. Said lands were lists
ed upon the applications of the
mentioned below, who have a
preference right subject to the prior
right of any such settler, provided
such settler or applicant is qualified
to make homestead entry and the
preference right is exercised prior to
March 4, 1913, on which date the
lands will be subject to settlement
and entry by any qualified person.
The lands are as iollows: The SW

1,050

r

pre-son-

Vi, Sec. 3,

T.

13

N., R.

13

California Coeds Take Action on What
They Call "Queening" Permitted 6 P. M. and 6 A. M.
Whittler, CaL "Queening" has been
officially and formally condemned by
the Y. M. C. A. coeds at Whittler col
lege. "Queening" has been variously

known as "fussing" and "campustry,"
while the accepted term outside the
How
collegiate pale is "spooning"
ever, there will be no more "Queening
If the girls have their way. They a
It Interferes with studies and keept
the football squad from needed train

.
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Las Vegas Automobile

M. P. M., containing ICO acres, application of Telesfor Serna, Ribera,
New Mexico; List
The W
of NW
the W U of W V of E y
of NW
, Sec. S, T. 13 N., R. 13 E.,
of SW , the W
of W
the SW
of
of SE V of SW lA and the S
S
of NW
of SW
, Sec. 34,
unsurveyed T. 14 N., R. 13 E., containing 1C0 acres, application of Jesus
Serna, Ribera, New Mexico; List
A tract within unsurveyed, buf
what will probably be, when surveyed. Sec. 12, T. 15 N., R. 13 E., described by metes and bounds as follows: Beginning at corner No. 1, a
sandstone marked H-whence the j
quarter corner between Sec. 12, T.
15 N., R. 13 E., and Sec. 7, T. 15
N., R. 14 E., on range line run by
Harvey G. Bardsley, U. S. surveyor
(unapproved survey), bears S. 63
deg., E 1 chain, S. 11 deg. 45 nin.
E. 8 chains, and E 50 chains; ex ending thence N. 40 deg. 30 min. W.
19.43 chains; thence N. 6 deg. E. 9
chains; thence N. 86 deg. W.
chains; thence S. 22 deg. 15 min. E.
25 chains; thence S. 49 deg. E. 8

i

J

'

Ptijne Main 344.

chains; thence N. 3S deg. E. 5.08
chains to corner No. 1, the place of
beginning. There is excepted therefrom a strip 30 feet wide described
as follows: Beginning at a point on
the east line of the tract, from
whence corner No. 1 of the listed
tract bears S. 3S deg. E. 5.90 chains
distant and corner No. 2 bears N.
38 deg. W 13.53 chains distant, ex--!
tending thence 15 feet cn each side of
a line running N. 79 deg. 30 min. W.
7.40 chains to the place where the
end of the atrip closes on the boundary line of the tract; the net area being 14.42 acres. Said tract was listed upon the application of Vicentt
Valencia, Rowe, New Mexico; List
The NE
of SW V of NE
, the NW M of SE A of NE V. the
W
of NE X of SE
of NE
the
of NE
SE
of SE V of NE
and
the E
Of NE
of SB
.
of SE
Sec. 27, T. 17 N., R. 13 E., contain

I
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PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Tour druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c.

AHWERTiSEB &SQDS

Two Meals Dally, With but Six Houri
Steep Suffice Busy Canadian
Commissioner.

-

London. "I
thoroughly indorse
Frederick Harrison's Ave golden rules
of health, and consider them to contain excellent advice," said Lord
Strathcona, the high commissioner of
Canada, recently. "Let me see," he
said. "Mr. Harrison is eighty-on- e
years old. Oh, he is quite a young
man. I am eleven years his senior
and still young. Why, my memory
is as good today as It was fifty years
ago."
Speaking of Mr. Harrison's golden
rules, "They are excellent" said Lord
Strathcona. "Personally I haven't
smoked within the past twenty years,
and do not believe in smoking. I certainly think that people eat too much,
and that it may be injurious for them
to do so. For many years I have only
Make Living by "Poking Fires."
had two meals a day breakfast and
One occupation by which a score of
dinner.
to earn their liveliBritons
"As for sleep, I make a point of not
hood is that of "poking fires." By
longer than six hois a day
sleeping
the rabbinical law no Jew is allowed as
against Mr. Harrison's eig l,t hours,
to kindle or mend any fire on the Sab- I find
that six hours are en'-'.for
bath, and in curtate I!aces In England me."
wh-rJews are very numerous this
prohibition iriskec lt( necesxary that
Phonograph at Fuierjl.
pawn ehall be employed fiom una-fuiiotiton. No clergyman vtt -at
on Friday to flu;- mmt hoar on
'.tmi-m- l
ot DwjSi-- n
i,t
in
Iroui
!..'i't
hmm
g'Aug
- u
::.i",ii..y
u.i
im
Uii-n4
jsiiil htwif
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tiwumm; t!4.s, all fc vcri it of v, a ) t,
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the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
net, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
Because

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in mating the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if be fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however mucli confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.
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PAYS TO 'BUY

LORD INDORSES HEALTH RULE

Co

acres, application of Juaa
lng 32
Encinas, Rowe, New Mexico; List
The W
of SW 14 of S15
the NE U of SW K of SE , the N
of SE
of SW
of SE
the
S
of SE i,4 Of NW Vi of SE Vi, thp
S
of SW
of NW
of SE Vi, th
S Vt of SE Vi of NE
of SW Vt, an-the E
of SE
of SW il, Set.
35, T. 18 N., R. 12 E., containing
70 acres, application of Maximo Urban, Pecos, New Mexico; List
Approved, December 11, 1912. S. V.
Proudfit, Assistant Commissoiner 0'
the General Land Office.
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"No girl shall study with the youni
men or hold unnecessary conversation
with them between the tours of 6 a
m. and 6 p. m." Is the order that has
been promulgated, and while It Is con
demned by a large cumber of coeds
and unanimously by the male students, they find satisfaction In the fact
that there are a few suitable hours
which are not proscribed.
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show you.
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4T YOUR DOOR

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
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SCHOOL G!RLS BAN SPOONING

FULLY EQUIPPED

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEG.S OULY OPTIC,

COUNTY

(Continued Prom Saturday)
4, 1912

Tie board of county commission

'

JANUARY

6, 1913.

'.t::.!z

Wednesday, October 2, 1912. road board recently appointed by the
Precinct 27, San Pablo House of min. W. 4 chains; extending thencs
Garcia, Claudio Aranda, Bias being present before the board, reS. 24 deg. E. 5 chaius; thence g. 6
The board met at ten o'clock a. ra. state highway commission in purs- Jose Dario Atencio.
spectively.
Ortega.
deg. E. 6.10 chains; thence S. 17
Comes A. A. Jones and William II. pursuant to adjournment
an
of
of
act
28,
House
Chavez
Precluct No. 36, Penasco Blanco
Precinct
of
the last legislature
uant
deg. E. 4.32 chains; thence N. 31
'
Fidel rtiz, chairman; of New Mexico, was duly organized George Chavez.
Present:
Sebero 'Lucero, Pedro Dominguez, Springer and give notice to the board
deg. 30 min. E. 10 chains; thence
that they have been appointed as two John H. York, county commissioner; cn September 28, 1912, and that said Precinct 29, East Las Vegas City N. 36 deg. W. 11.25 chains; thence
Faustin Silva.
'
S. 44 deg. 30 min. W. 4 chains to
Precinct No. 37, El Cerrito Eeml-teri- o of the members of the road commis- Lorenzo Delgado, clerk; Florentine road board had considered the ques Hall.
corner No. 1, the place of beginning.
tion of the construction of the above
Precinct 30, Canon de Manuelltas
Arellanes, Jose Ynes Garcia, Fer- sion for the county of San Miguel by Montoya, Interpreter.
There is excepted therefrom a strip
Absent: Antonio A. Gallegoc.
the state highway commission of New
nando Quintana.
said three bridges and had decided House of Epifanio Vigil.
30 feet wide described as follows:
The record of the proceedings of not to Interpose any objection to the
Precinct No. 38,, Los Torres Patri- Mexico, as provided by Chapter 54, oi
Precinct 31, Puerteclto House of Beginning at a point on a line between corners 5 and 6 of the tract, N.
cio Montano, Luis Montano Segundo, the laws of 1912; that they nor either Thursday, .September 26, 1912, read, construction of either of said bridges, Nestor Griego.
36 deg. W. 1 chain distant from corto
their
this
of
received
and
them
had
day
signed.
approved
unless there should appear somo
Julian Lucero.
Precinct 32, El Pueblo House of ner No. 5,
extending thence 15 feet
Bids for Bridges. It appearing to strong reason why the construction Antonio Ribera.
Precinct No. 39, Tecolotito Rafael written appointment as such members
on each side of a line running S.
nor
road
said
the board that the Honorable Charles of said bridges would not be compa
commission,
county
G. Lucero, Manuel Lucero, Juan de la of
Precinct 33, Los Vigiles House of 48 deg. 45 min. W. 7.80 chains to the
place where the end ot the strip
had said road commission organized, W. G. Ward, district attorney for San ible with the public interest, and alst Manuel Maes.
C. Lucero.
closes on the boundary line of the
Precinct No. 40, Bernal Gregorio but that they as individual members Miguel county, New Mexico, is still setting forth the views of the board
Precinct 34, San Isidro House of tract; the net area
being 7.25 acres.
no- absent and that other
legal questions at length as to the above matter, which Fermin Benvldez.
Zaniora, Cecilio Jaramillo, Apolonio of &aid commission desired to give
Said tract was listed upon the applitice to the board and also to all bidarisen upon which this board de letter having been read In full, the
Precinct 35, Las Gallinas House of cation of Celestino Sanchez, San Jose,
Marquez.
,
A tract of
New Mexico; List
Celestino Garcia.
Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo Vi- ders that under said law the county sires to be advised, upon motion of same was ordered filed.
15.67
acres
within
but
unsurveyed,
would
commission
have
H.
York.
road
supervi- Commissioner John
vian Baca, Francisco Garcia, Raymun-dPrecinct 36, Penasco Blanco House what will
And now by direction of the board
probably be, when surveyed,
all
within
roads
and
of
sion
is
ordered
the
It
board
bridges
the
F.
that
by
of
Jose
Martinez.
said bids having been opened, they
Sandoval.
Sec. 11, T. 15 N., R. 14, E., described
Precinct 37, El Cerrito House of by metes and bounds as follows: BePrecinct No. 42, Romerovillt Juan said county of San Miguel, by which matter of the bids for the three bridg- were read and found to be as follows,
ginning at corner No. I, a standstone
C. Montoya,
Cecilio Garcia, Timoteo .ase, the county commissioners could es at Pecos, Villanueva, and Azul, reLuciano Quintana.
corwhence the
marked H-rot proceed, further with the letting of spectively, within said county of San
1. Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
Benavidez.
Precinct 38, Los Torres House of ner between Sees. 11 and quarter
12, bears S.
Precinct No. 43, San Agustin Es- contracts for the above said bridges Miguel and state of New Mexico, be Co. Villanueva Bridge $9,762; Pecos Luis S. Montano, Jr.
59 deg. E. 26 chains; extending thence
tanislado Saiz, Cecilio Lujan. Juan and the district attorney of said and the same is continued until the bridge, $9,855; Azul bridge, $3,215, inPrecinct 39, Tecolotito House of S. 58 deg. 30 min. W. 21.60 chains;
thence N. 82 deg. 30 min. W. 9 chains;
county being absent and the bidders next regular meeting of this board to cluding earth fills. Total $22,832.
Manuel Lucero.
Quintana.
thence N. 9 deg. E. 6 chains; thence
2. El Paso Bridge and Iron Co. VilPr&cinct No. 44, Ojitos Frio- s- F. L. present asking for time to conider the be held on Monday, the seventh day
Precinct 40, Bernal House of Epi- N. 77
deg. E. 24.80 chains; thence
of October, A, D. 1912, and that the lanueva bridge, 9,925; Pecos bridge, fanio Duran.
Pinard, Guillermo Ortiz, Casimiro Lu- premises,
S. 59 deg. E. 2.50 chains to corner
It is ordered by the board that the clerk give notice through the newspa- $10,000; Azul br.dge, $3,400, including Precinct 41, Canon LargoHouse of No. 1, the place of beginning. Said
cero.
tract was listed upon the application
Precinct No. 45, Cherryvale Harry above matter of the bids for said pers and also to each and all of the earth fills. Teal $23,325.
Benigno Martinez.
of Reyes Jaramillo, Mineral Hill, New
Monand
the
tiled
on
and
who
bidders
said
Meliton
have
3. Minneapolis Steel and Machinery j
work,
receiving, opening
bridges
Precinct 42, Romerovllle House of Mexico;
Morrison, J. K. Wilhite,
A tract within
List
further consideration of the same be bids in the office of the said clerk, cf Co. Villanueva bridge, $9,500; Pecos Jose Ig. Montoya.
toya.
unsurveyed, but what will probably
Precinct 43, San Agustin House of be, when surveyed, Sec. 13, T. 15
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado Mele-si- and hereby is continued until tomor- the above order of postponement
bridge $9,C00; Azul bridge $3,500, not
N., R. 14 E., described by metes and
Correction Tax rolls, M. L. Copley. including earth fills. Total $22,600.
Lorenzo Garcia.
Lucero, Roman Romero, Francisco row morning, at 10 o'clock.
bounds as follows: Beginning at cor-nnow
board
do
is
L.
the
ordered
that
Cutler
It
before
the
4.
ConstrucPrecinct
and
Colorado
appeared
of
Harry
Frios
House
44, Ojitos
Lopez.
Bridge
No. 1, a sandstone marked H-- l,
adjourn until tomorrow morning at 10 board on behalf of M. L. Cooley aiA tion Co. Villanueva bridge, $9,567; Daniel Chavez.
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs
whence corner No. 2 on the west line
Precinct 45,
presented, the following petition which Pecos bridge, $9,750; Azul bridge,
Lucero, Santiago Encinias, Mar- o'clock.
Cherryvale School of Las Vegas Grant 30(Johnson survey)
min. E. 7.44
bears S. 78 deg).
FIDEL ORTIZ,
was read and upon due consideration
tinez.
not including earth fills. Total House.
15 deg. E. 11.20 chains,
N.
chains,
Chairman.
Precinct No. 4S, Trementina Julian Attest:
thereof, such petition was granted and $22,659.
Precinct 46,
Emplazadc School and N. 72 deg. E. 25.16 chains; exLORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
collector
the treasurer and
5. Pueblo Bridge Co. Villanueva House.
Estrada, Pedro Roybal, Cruz Lucero.
tending thence S. 58 deg. 30 min. W.
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca, Pros-per- o
Thursday, September 26, 1912. of Sun Miguel county, New Mexico, bridge, $9,650; Pecos bridge, $9,872;
Precinct 47, Hot Springs House of 15 chains; thence N. 70 deg. W.
29.50 chains; thence 8. 29 deg. 30
The board met at 10 o'clock pursu- is instructed to make such correcticl Azul bridge, $3,742, not including earth Lorenzo Leal.
Baca, Pedro Tenorio, Juan Ro
min. E. 24 chains; thence E. 33.17
ant to adjournment.
on the tax rolls as prayed for there- fills. Total $23,264.
mero.
Precinct 48, Trementina House of chains; thence N-- . 11 deg. E. 17
's
Present the same county commis- in,
Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe Pedro
and now upon motion of Commission- Cecilio Valverde.
chains to corner No. 12 of Luz
claim; thence N. 78 deg. 30
Precinct 49, Agua Zarcia House of
er John H. York, It is ordered that the
Ulibarri, Bernardo Jaramillo, Flavio sioners, clerk and interpreter as of State of New Mexico,
min. W. 7.44 chains to corner No. 1,
Baca.
yesterday.
board do now take a recess until 1:30 Anastacio Chavez.
County of San Miguel, ss.
the place of beginning. There is es
The record of the proceedings of
To the Honorable Board of County o'clock this afternoon, at which time
Precinct No. 51, San Ignacio Felis
Precinct 50, Guadalupe House of cepted therefrom a strip 30 feet wide
Baca, Jesus Aragon, Simon Roibal.
,
yesterday, read, approved and signed. Commissioners of San Miguel county, the board will go into executive ses- Matias Aragon.
described as follows:
Beginning at
Bids for Bridges. The matter of the New Mexico.
Precinct No. 52, Coionias Arriba
Precinct 51, San Ignacio House of a point oa the line betwewen corners
sion for the purpose of further consid1 and 2 of the tract 5.30 chains disCleofes Garcia, Pablo Varela Sr., J receiving, opening and consideration
Felix Garcia.
Greeting:
ering said bids.
tant from corner No. 2, extending
on
of
bids
file
the
with
for
E. Roybal.
Whereas the tax rolls of the county
bridges
Precinct 52, Coionias Ariba House thence 15 feet on each side of a line
Precinct No. 53, Encinosa Dolores clerk of this board, having been con-tie- d of San Miguel for the year 1SS5, 1887,
of Andres Ruiz.
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
runningi S. 55 deg. E. 16 chains to
to this day and the agents and 1888, 1889 do not describe the there
Medina, George Olguin, Manuel Alcon.
Precinct 53, Encinosa House of An- the place where the end of theof strip
the
closes on the boundary line
It is ordered that the board do now representatives of all bidders being inafter mentioned tract of land,
tonio D. Torres.
area being C2.50 acres.
net
the
tract;
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico, Said tract was listed upon the appliadjourn until Monday morning, Sep present before the board, the acting
ELECTION PROCLAMATION
chairman gave notice that the board
A tract of land bounded on the east
tember 23, A. D. 1912, at 10 o'clock.
this
second day of January A. D. 1913, cation of Melqulades Martinez, Ponll,
1,
of
Section
virtue
Whereas, by
Approved,
had decided upon a further postpone- by the Gallinas river, on the south side
FIDEL ORTIZ,
1909
of
the
board of county commissioners New Mexico; List
of
105
of
Laws
the
by
Chapter
Proudflt,
ment of the above matter of said bids, of Bridge street, on the west by the the state of New Mexico, the board of the county of San Miguel, the state December 11, 1912. S. V.the
Chairman.
Attest:
,
GenerCommissioner of
Assistant
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
owing to the absence of the district Acequia Madre, and on the north by of county commissioners of the county of New Mexico, In open session of al Land Office.
'
attorney, and in order to become more the street running from the old coui-- i of Saa Miguel, state o New Mexco, said board.
Monday, September 23, 1912.
The board met pursuant to adjourn- fully informed as to the law provid- house, past the Wooten property to is required to give public proclamation BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
ment
ing for a county road commission and the Gallinas river being the property of the election for justices of the
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
Persons troubled with partial paraFidel Ortiz, chairman; the said bidders present now giving formerly owned and occupied by Mi- peace and constables to be held JanPresent:
MIGUEL, NEW MEXICO.
are of en very "much benefited
lysis
John H. York, county commissioner. notice that they also desire more time. guel Des Marais for a garden and or- uary 13th, A. D. 1913.
(Seal)
the affected parts
by FIDEL ORTIZ,
by massaging
It is ordered by the board that the chard and other purposes. And whereAbsent: Antonio A. Gallegos, coun
Chairman.
thoroughly when applying ChamberNow Therefore, In accordance with Attest:
This liniment also
further consideration of the above as:
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
6t lain's Liniment.
ty commissioner.
the above law, the board of county
relieves rheumatic pains. For sale by
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the board, bids for the three bridges to be conDeiuvina V. lies Marais has paid all commissioners of the county of San
all dealers. Adv.
structed at Pecos, Villanueva, and her taxes in considerable amounts for Miguel, state of New Mexico, does Restoration to Entry of Lands in NaFlorentino Montoya, interpreter.
tional Forest.
The record of the proceedings of Azul, within the county of San Miguel, the years 1885 1887, 1888, 1889 and hereby publicly proclaim and
Notice is hereby given that the
is
New
hereand
and
taxes
of
state
be
said
show
Mexico,
1912,
4,
that
rolls
tax
read,
approved
the
September
notice on this second day of January, lands described below, embracing
APPLICATIONS FOR GRAZING
by further continued until Wednes-- ; were duly paid.
signed.
A. D. 1913, in open session of the said 160.48 acres, within the Pecos Nation- PERMITS. Notice Is hereby given
Bids for Bridges Postponed. It ap- day, October 2, 1912, at ten o'clock
And whereas:
board, that an election to be held In al Forest, New Mexico, will be subject that all applications for permits to
to settlement and entry under the prowhich
accordin
of
at
in
said
forenoon
the
board
that
to
day,
the
The
petitioner,
your
undersigned,
pearing
thme county of San Miguel and in
of the homestead laws of the graze cattle, horses, sheep and goats
ance with the advertisement for bids time said bids will be opened and the has become and is possessed of a frac- the state of New Mexico Is for the visions
United States and the act of June 11, within the PECOS NATIONAL FORfor three bridges to be constructed in contracts let for said work, or the tional part of said hereinbefore de purpose of electing one justice of the 1906 (34
Stat, 233), at the United EST during the season of 1913 must
the said county of San Miguel, state same will be returned unopened and scribed plat of land
peace and one constable in each of the States land office at Santa Fe, Newr be filed in my office at Santa Fo,
of New Mexico, one at Pecos, one at all such bidders are given leave - to
Lot No. 2 in Block 1 of the Plaza precincts of the said county of San Mexico, on March 4, 1913. Any
New Mexico, on or before January
was actually and la good
Villanueva and one at Azul, such bids withdraw their respective b'ds in the Addition to Las Vegas, New Mexico, Miguel, and that the said election will faith who
1913.
Full Information In regard
25,
claiming any of said lands for
would be received up to noon of this mean time, if they so desire, and the as shown on the plat of said Addi be held within the hours prescribed by agricultural purposes
prior to Janu- to the grazing fees to be charged
publication tion of Mr. D. J. Aber, civil engineer, law on the said thirteenth day of Jan ary 1, 1906, and has not abandoned and blank forms to be used In making
day and it appeaing further than it has clerk is directed to
now owned by and of record in the uary, A. D. 1913, at the following nam same, has a preference right to make applications will be furnished upon
been found necessary to make some of said continuan3e
a homestead entry for the land actualf
Salaries To return Gen. Co. Fund. office of the Probate clerk and
changes in the plans and specifica
ed places in each precinct:
Said lands were listed request.
ly occupied.
Commissionand
of
motion
clerk's
of
office,
UponTHOS. R. STEWART,
tions on file in the
ficio recorder for the said county
County
Precinct 1, San Miguel House of upon the applications of the persons
mentioned below, who have a prefer-- 1
therefore, it would require some time er John H. York, that the amounts San Miguel, to which plat reference Isidro Lopez.
Supervisor.
ence right subject to the prior right
in order to notify prospective bidders Iaid to county officials at the last is hereby made.
Precinct 2, La Cuesta Hilario Gar- of
any such settler, provided such
of such changes, therefore,
regular session of the board, or preNow therefore:
cia.
settler or applicant is qualified to
It is ordered by the board that the vious thereto, since the statehood
I respectfully petition your honor
Precinct 3, Las Vegas South House make homestead entry and the preference right is exercised prior to March
receiving of such bids for the con proclamation for and on account of able body to issue an order to have of Eugenio Romero.
NKWLV BEMO!KLEI
4, 1913, on which date the lands will
struction of the above three named salaries and as more fully shown by the description of the first above de
Precinct 4, Teeolote House of Luis be
to
Eatbs and Lavatories
and
Private
settlement
entry
by
subject
bridges at Pecos, Villanueva and Azul, the record of the proceedings of this scribed plat of land duly entered on Gonzales.
The lands are
person.
any
qualified
be
Private Telephones
board heretofore made and being the the tax rolls for; those years,
San Miguel county, New Mexico,
1887,
of SE Steai Heat
of W
Precinct 5, Las Vegas North House as follows: The E
continued up to and extended until following items,
of SE
Rates $2.50 per day and tip
of SE Yu tbe W Va of E
18S7, 1888 and 1889.
of Jose P. Mares.
of SW
of
of SE 4, the E
noon of Wednesday, September 25, A.
AMERICAN PLAN
Eugenio Romero, treasurer and colRespectfully
Precinct 6, Las Vegas Central-Ho- use
of SE , the W Yi of SE
NE
D. 1912, and that the clerk notify all lector $1,172.
I eeial Kate by Week or Bf 011th
M. L. COOLEY,
of Felix Garcia.
Of SE 54, the SE Vi of NW
of NE
Roman Gallegos, sheriff, $833.20.
prospective bidders and give notice
Las Vegas, N. M. October 2, 1912.
of NE
Precinct 7, San Antonio House of
of SE , Sec. 4, the N
A.
Manuel
assessor,
of NE
of NE Yk ot NE , the
Sanchez,
through the newspapers of such postIt Is ordered that the board do now Fernandez Armijo.
Yi of NE 14 of NE
of NE ,
$764.50.
ponement.
Precinct 8, Upper Las Vega- s- SE
adjourn subject to the call of the
of
NW
See.
9, the S Yt of N
of
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk, $576.60.
It is ordered that the board do now
chairman thereof.
School House.
NWI
, the E Yi. of NW V4 of NW
4
morning, and it appearing to the board upon
FIDEL ORTIZ,
adjourn until Wednesday
Precinct 9, Pecos House of Pedro of NW
of
, the N Yt of NE V
o'A.
10
D.
ate
1912,
due consideration and upon the
NW
of NW
Chairman.
the NE 14 of SE Yt,
September 25,
Attest:
Ribera.
NW V. the NW Yk of NE
of
and opinion of the district attorclock.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Precinct 10, Chaperito House of of
NW V. the N Va of SW
.of NE Y of
FIDEL ORTIZ,
ney for the county of San Miguel, New
Monday, October 7, 1912, Pedro Garduno.
NW
of
, and the SW V. of NE
1 w
Chairman.
Mexico, that such sums so paid on
Attest:
The board of county commissioners
Of NW Vi, SttC 10, T, 17 N.s
Peclnct 11, San Geronimo House of NE
account of salaries, dues, etc., were of the county of San Miguel, state of Valentin Roybal.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
R. 14 E., N. M. P. M., except a
(
Wednesday, September 25 ,1912. paid upon the condition that the above New Mexico, met in regular session
Precinct 12, Rowe House of Ma strip 30 feet described as follows:
10 chains S.
a
at
point
Beginning
to
remet
in
officLus
adjournboard
forthwith
named
should
The
pursuant
at the court house of said county,
nuel Archuleta,
and 13.85 chains E. of the NW corment
port and pay over to the treasurer Las Vegas, New Mexico, on the firs
Precinct 13, Rociada House of Jo- ner of Sec. 10, extending thence 15
J V
John II. York, acting and
Present:
collector of San Miguel Monday of October, the same being se Ig. Martinez.
feet on each side of a line running
Y,
40
15
77
counN.
A.
W.
N.
Antonio
in
deg.
New
Gallegos,
their
fees
chains;
A.
D.
all
1912.
deg.
Mexico,
chairman;
county.
October 7,
Precinct 14, Sapello House of
66
2.14
2.65
W.
N.
W.
chains,
deg.
Fidel Ortiz,
ty commissioner; Lorenzo Delgado, possession due the county under thl
chairman;
Present:
Montoya.
chains, N. 80 deg. W. 4.73 chains, N.
clerk of the board; Florentino Mon- state constitution and laws and thai John H. York, county commissioner;
Precinct 15, Las Manuelltas House 89 dog. W. 3.65 chains, N 72 deg-,such foes, however, cannot be used by Antonio A. Gallegos, county commi- of Encarnaclon Perea.
W. 2.23 chains, N, 3G deg. W. 2.20
toya, interpreter.
THE CHILDB 1'
N. 32 deg. W. 2.09 chains,
the county commissioners for the rea- ssioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
Absent: Fidel Ortiz, chairman.
Precinct 16, Union "House of Gua- chains,
N. 6 deg. W. 1.42 chains, N. 32 deg.
J
At.80 FOR GROWN PtfliiOS
Bids for Bridges.
The following son that the eaid treasurer has not board; Florentino Montoya, interpret-- dalupe Ortiz.
W. 1.75 chains to the place where
.
bids were filed with the clerk of the authority for the distribution thereof. er.
Precinct 17, San Patricio School the end of the strip closes on the
KO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
Now it is hereby ordered by the
board this day for the construction
The recorda of the proceedings of House.
boundary of the tract; and beginning
a
at
5
of three bridges within the county the board that such sums so paid on October 2, A. D. 1912 and all the folW.
chains
and
,50
point
PTteolnct
Mishawaka School
18,
I KI
chains N. of the SE corner of Sec. FULL I O liUitLl
of San Miguel and state of New Mex account of salaries due to the officials lowing continued or special sessions House.
4, extending 15 feet on each side of
d
in.
ico, one at Pecos, one at Villanueva, above named, respectively, be repaid to this day, read, approved and signPrecinct 13, McKlnley House of a line running N. 32 deg. W. 1 chain,
...f
and one at Azul in accordance with and turned back to the said treasurer ed.
N. 6 deg. W. 3 chains, N. 8 deg. E.
Higinio Lucero.
COKT.SOH COLD nerlectM
A
q
the publication for such bids regular- and
collector of San Migul,
Rids for Bridges. It appearing to
Precinct 20, San Juan House of 4.48 chains, N. 6.73 chains, N. 5 quickly into CilOUi, BkUKCJIlTJS,
4
W.
2.37
20
N.
deg.
W.
chains,
degt.
ly made as required by law,
county, N. M. to be by him
PNEUMONIA which often means sud
the board that the opening of bids for .lose Antonio Gallego3.
chains,' N. 1 deg. 30 rain. W. 3.10
Bid of Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron
Keep FOLEY'S HONEY. ,
and turned into the general county the three bridges to be built at Villa
Precinct 21, Casa Colorada House chains. N. 7 deg. E. 3 chains, N. 25 den fatality. COMPOUND
atwava in i
AND TAR
fund of said county, and that notice ol nuea, Pecos and Azul, respectively of Anastacio Sandoval.
company.
W.
2.75 chains to the place house and give et first ,.ti oi coi.i
deg.
Bid of the Pueblo Bridge company. this order be given by the clerk to within the county of San Miguel and
l'recmct 22, Sabinoso House of where the end of the strip closes on Refuse substitutes.
the boundary of the tract; the net
Bid of the El Paso Bridge and Iron the above named county officers, by state of New Mexico, was continued Leandro Jimenez.
Red CroM Drug Co.
area
75.(1
seres, x ' tract
r
company.
each
and
filed
of
them
them
bids
all
to
to
this
day,
delivering
! ml
Pw;..(
3,
previously
ai Jose House of Ma
BS
:m of
uini the applk-!itBid of the Colorado Bridge and Con-hir- a certified copy thereof.
.Is.o!v.n iiretii' Ni
.V.
for SLH:h work In the office of the nu el Tafoya.
I,."
A tnwl w:'i-;tfLion company.
Lint 1704,
tin- It is ordered that the board do now clerk were ordered opened.
'I
Pri'fl.u't 2f, La Liendre- - Houbo of
wurvi-vvdti
will
jirobul
Bid of th
Ocmcn
Lu!-Biml
and
H.
communication
And
a
mall
Minn!ij!Sf
adjourn
Wednesday morning,
having
T.!i
1
1.
HUFVf'
7, T. If.
tober 2, 1012 nt 10 ' !(!!;.
I'i - t "j, . t I;Iuiifa- - Hon
MmUmry company,
received tf the imi'( datod
, di
h and i.
ii,'-- t
!( Mdk hi'n
,
r4
Bcn.-d)t ;. ) ti; eaiutiA
Sow t ;
FJW3L ORTIZ,
to "llll.
11111
fit oct ni-t, 3912, ttaiftl by A, A, Joins
1 Hi'l'
j Hi, v.
Chairman'.
: j,
c'liftirwrnn and WllHtm
IF,
kUtmt:
rtim. r.
)''- of
r :.!.
mkmiI of !
s Riving fiuit'e (fittf ll.i.
uUtVi) !tmii u,ii!f (((,
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COMMISSIONERS

Wednesday, September

MONDAY,

ers met pursuant to adjournment
Kdel Ortiz chairman;
Present:
John H. York, county commissioner.
Absent f Antonio A. Gallegos. counsame clerk
ty commissioner, and the
as
of
yesterday.
and interpreter
The record of the proceedings of
yesterday read, approved and signed.
It is ordered by the board of county
commissioners of the county of San
the
Miguel, state of New Mexico, that
and
be
they
named
persons
following
are hereby appointed as judges of registration, in and for the several precincts of the said county, for the general election to be held on Tuesday,
wromw K 1912. for the election of
e
presidential electors, one representa-'tivIn congress, for or against a proconstiposed amendment to the state
a
or
proposed
for
against
tution and
bond Issue of Five Hundred Thousand
Dollars for the construction and maintenance of state highways in New
Mexico and that such judges be notified by the clerk and instructed fully
as to their duties In the premises,
to-w- it:

o

t:

l,

l

o

er

Cie-men-

Precinct No. 1, San Miguel Floren-ci- o
Esquibel, Francisco Duran, Francisco Sandoval.
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta Ramon
Madrid, Bias M. Flores, Francisco Flores.
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas South-J- ose
MaSedillos, Juan F. Kavanaugh,
nuel Flores. .
Precinct No. 4, Teeolote Simon Lopez, Roque Duran, Francisco Encinias.
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas North-Ra- mon
Nica-no- r
Valerio, Salomon Ortiz,
Martinez.
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central
Amador Ulibarri, Zacarias Valdez,
Susano Ortiz.
Precinct No. 7, San Antonio Matias
Portillo, Felix Sandoval, Prdencio Gon-

zales.

Precinct No. 8, Npper Las Vega- sPedro A. Tafoya, Melecio Archibeque,
Sangil Ruiz.
Precinct No. 9, Pecos Martin Va
reia Pedro Ribera, Tiburcio Roybal
Precinct No. 10, Chaperito Canuto
Lucero, Simon Duran, Candelario Gal
legos.

Precinct No. 11, San Geronimo- -Juan Gonzales, Hipoltto Roybal,
teo Valdez.
Precinct No. 12. Rowe Rumaldo
Gufrrez. Conrado Archuleta, Juan
Encinias.
Precinct No. 13, Rociada Juan Jose Maestas, Jr., Jose Martinez, Juan
C. Maestas.
Precinct No. 14, Sapello Francisco
Tru-jillMontoya, Tomas Apodaca, Julian

$3,-34-

Jara-millo-

t:

'

....'

t:

Las Manpelitas
Ramon Chavez, Rumualdo Pprea,
Lucero.
Precinct No. 16, La Union Francisco Arguello, Guadalupe Ortiz, Cruz Tru-jillPrecinct No.

15,

net-tie-

o

o.

ex-o-

Precinct No. 17, San Patricio Albino Lopez, Manuel Roybal, Tomas Pa
c.heco.
Precinct No. 18, Mishawaka C. D.
Black, Nazario Lopez, John Hartman.
Precinct No. 19, MeKinley Albino
Dario
B. Gallegos,
Higinlo Lucero,
Gonzales.
Precinct No. 20, San Juan Apolo-nlChavez, Antonio Flores, Luis
o

Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
Francisco S. Leyba, Anastacio Sandoval, Justo Leyba.
Precinct No. 22, Sabinoso Cruz
Martinez, Bentura Quintana, Cipriano
Lujan.

Precinct No. 23, San Jose Jose
Segura, Delfinio Trajillo, Cleofes

D.
Se-gur- a.

Precinct No. 24, La Liendre Lorenzo Tapia, Vicente Martinez.
Precinct No. 25, Pena Blanca
Duran, David Suazo, Abran
Suaso.
No. 2G, Los Alamos Mala-quia- s
Gallecros, Albino G. Gallegos,
Ben-bdict- o

Quirino Montoya.
Precinct No. 27, San Pablio Jose
D. Atencio, Emiterio Sanchez, Tomas
Jaramillo.
Precinct No. 28, Chavez Eemilio
.Gonzales, George Chavez, Bill Boylan,
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas
D. R. Murray, Rafael Gallegos, Charles
Tanima
Precinct No. 30, Las Manuelitas
Epifanio Vigil, Luciano Martinez, Ani-cet-

o

Valdez.
Precinct No. 31, Puertecito Dama-ciBaca, Nestor Griego, Juan Sena
y Lucero.
Precinot. No. 32, El Puoblo Fran-clw-

o

o

Ribera y Martinez, Manuel
Luis Sena.
Precinct No. 33, Urn Vlgileu Baal-1Lopez, Jose Dario Crespln, FranI'ai'iihi,
iii.t

Oftml',

Hrt,

No. 34, Bun
m

MiJi-oTomt- t

Mrtiuir,
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ARGIA BOUND

THURSDAY

JUSTICE
EDITOR
WARD DEDISTRICT ATTORNEY
CLARES HE WILL PROBE
WAGON MOUND KILLING.

SECRTTARY LENOIR ANNOUNCES
TICKETS MAY BE RESERVED
BY

RAILROADERS

UJ M
UT

IS
IN THE

BMJOD

A polluted and impure condition of the blood causes irritation and inflammation of the different mucous membranes of the body, and we call it
Catarrh. The early stages of the disease are characterized by such symptoms as a tight, stuffy feeling in the nose, watery eyes, ringing noises in
the ears, irritation of thethroat, and often hoarseness anddifficultbreatliing.
If the trouble is not checked it invades the stomach and other portions of
the body and becomes a dangerous disorder.
Antiseptic washes, sprays,
etc., are beneficial in removing accumulated mucus from the nose or throat,
but such treatment can never cure Catarrh. S. S. S. is the one real dependable remedy Jor Catarrh. This great medicine cures the disease because it purifies the blood and thus destroys its cause. S. S. S. goes into
the circulation and removes the last trace of catarrhal matter, and then the
blooa performs its work of nourishing the
membranes and tissues instead of depositing;
impure matter into them to irritate and in- flame. S. S. S. cures to stay cured. If you
ftv
have Catarrh in any form take S. S. S. and
cure it as thousands have done. Book on Catarrh and any medical advice
free to all who write, S. S. S. is sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. CA.

i
The first of the Santa Fe concerts
court of Wagon
In the justice
Entered at ttie postofiice at East
for
the season will' occur Thursday
lornDio
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor transmis- Mound, Saturday evening,
was night at the Y. M. C. A. hall. The
O.
M.
who
killed
Birch,
Garcia,
mails
sion through the United States
bound over to the grand jury of Mora talent as announced by Mr. S. E. Bus-sefct second class matter.
of manslaughter,
county on
superintendent of the reading
sum
nominal
fixed
in
the
bond
rooms
of the Santa Fe, is Miss Dorbeing
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
a
made
defense
the
While
of $500.
othy Temple, soprano, and Miss Mary
Daily, by Carrier:
in
the
preliminary
showing
French, pianist and accompanist. The movement of stocks and fluctuations Restoration to
strong
t M
Copy
Entry of Lands in Naand ; the sentiment of the reserved seats will be ready for dis- were mostly fractional. The strength
B
hearing;
tional Forest.
Cmo Wefi
Notice Is hereby given that the
66 community appears to be generally in tribution at the Y. M. C. A. for Santa of Union Pacific offset the speculaOm Month
lands described below, embracing
favor of the defendant, the district Fe men and their families on Tes tive attacks
7.50
against specialties which 451.32 acres, within the Pecos National
One Year
attorney, who conducted the examina- day and Wednesday from 9 a m. to recently have been weak, and toward Forest, New Mexico, will be
Daily by Mall
subject
to settlement and entry under the
56.00 tion for the state, insisted so strong- 10 p .m. For others seats will be re noon the advance in the general marOne Year
provisions of the homestead laws of
3.00 ly on the holding of the defendant served on the day of the concert. Re ket became pronounced. Several in
Six Months
until the fullest possible Investigation served seats will be held until 8:30 portant issues rose a point. Bonds the United States and the act of June
11, 1906 (34 Stat., 233), at the United
had been made of all the circum- o'clock the night of the concert. Mr. were steady.
States land office at Santa Fe, New
case
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
stances of the
that the justice, S. E. Busser sends out the following:
A sharp attack on Union Pacific de- Mexico, on March 4, 1913. Any settler
GROWER
The Santa Fe entertainments are pressed it from 162 to 1604 on a few who was actually and in good faith
though intimating that the defense
12.00 had been, convincing, said that in a
any of said lands for agriculOne Year
given primarily for Santa Fe employes transactions. A hurried spilling out of claiming
tural purposes prior to January 1,
as the tak- and their families except small chil other stocks
,
case of
III Months
resome
with
followed,
1906, and has not abandoned same,
ing of a human life, he believed the dren. Tickets can be reserved by rail actions of a point. Steel dropped to has a preference right to make a
grand jury should bo given an oppor- road men three days previous to the 67, but most other important stocks homestead entry for the lands actual(Cash In Advance tor Mall Subscriptunity to examine further and he entertainments. Others can get them held above last week's close. The ly occupied. Said lands were listed
tions)
upon the applications of the persons
therefore required a bond, not so only on the day of the entertainment.
flurry was over in a few minutes and mentioned below, who have a preferRemit by draft, check or money
much for the purpose of holding the
No family will be allowed to reserve the market become duller and steadi- ence right subject to the
prior right
order. Jf sent otherwise we will not
as to insure the further more than four seats, and those with er.
defendant,
of any such settler, provided such
ibe responsible for loss.
consideration of the case by the dis less than four in the family must not
settler or applicant is qualified to
The market closed weak. A pause make
Specimen copies free on applica trict court,
homestead entry and the preferthe
before
friends
seats
reserve
for
in the selling movement failed to 'bring ence right is exercised
tion.
prior to March
The only ye witness to the tragedy day of the entertainment.
much of a recovery and the bears took 4, 1913, on which date the lands will
In addition to the defendant, was the
The Y. M. C. A. secretary is expect- advantage of the dearth of buying or- be subject to settlement and entry
AUj PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT defendant's sheep
who testi- ed to
by any qualified person. The lands
herder,
give all Santa Fe men a square ders to make another determined at- are
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
as follows: A tract within unsur-veyefied that, the deceasea Birch came to deal
by not allowing the best seats tack. Union Pacific, Steel, Reading
PAID FOR
but what will probably be,
the place where he was herding the to be filled up with children, who canand virtually ail of the active features when surveyed, Sec. 13, T. 15 N., R.
defendant's sheep on the defendant's not
appreciate the concerts and only sold at a lower level than previously, 14 E., N. M. P. M., described bv
JiJvertlsera are guaranteed the land and
metes and bounds as follows: Beginattempted to drive them disturb the adults, or by friends who with
LttKAst dally and weekly circulation
trading increasingly largely on ning at corner No. 1, a sandstone
that the land belonged had tickets reserved for them by railaway,
saying
the downgrade.
f ny newspaper in northern New to his
marked , whence the
corner
employer, Stanley Fouts. Wit- road people before the day of the enon the west boundary line of the Las
were
The
the
last
sales:
following
ness declared that Birch had attemptVegas Grant bears N. 72 deg. E. 25.10
tertainment, while employes and their Amalgamated Copper
77
ed to. take a rifle away from him and wives
chains; extending thence N. 18 deg.
occupy back seats or stand.
116
American
Sugar
W. 19 chains; thence N. 12 deg. 15
TELEPHONES
failing had started to drive away the
There are enough Santa Fe men and Atchison
105
min. E 15.14 chans; thence W. 6.55
Main
sheep. Witness went at once and re- women in Las Vegas to pack the hall
E?!S)NES3 OFFICE
120
chains; thence S. 9 chains; thence N.
Northern Pacific ........
rifle
to
the
took
who
Garcia,
Mate
NEWS DEPARTMENT
ported
75 deg. 15 min. W.
at every entertainment, and it is our Reading
34.50 chains;
165
and started after Birch, witness going ambition to
thence S. 25.85 chains, thence S.
get them all to attend. Southern Pacific
...104
83
15
min.
deg.
E.
17.67
along.' Garcia baa demanded that The more the better.
158
Union Pacific
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chains; thence S. 6.14 chains; thence
Birch stop driving hi3 sheep, saying
Those who reserve tickets and find United States Steel
W. 6.10 chains; thence S. 35 deg.
67
the land was his. but Birch advanced that
W. 3.88 chains; thence S. 78 deg.
they cannot use them, must re United States Steel, pfd. ......110
the
and
defendant
toward
30 min. E. 30.50 chains; thence N. 15
grabbed
f
turned them to the Y. M. C. A. office
f
rifle. While both had hold of the rifle before 6 o'clock on the
deg. E. 11.20 chains to corner No.
en-- ,
of
the
day
1, the place of beginning.. There Is ex.
defendant,, discharged it and then tertainment. We do not want good
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
cepted therefrom a strip 30 feet wide
PAPt'S DMPEPSIN
fired two more shots, the last striking
described by metes and bounds as folseats to be unoccupied.
Birch In the head and killing him.
lows: Beginning at a point due east
are made for the good
rules
These
ENDS INDIGESTION and 55 links distant from corner No.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 6. This was a Similar evidence was given by the of the majority of the Santa Fe fami
4 of the tract, and
was
extending thence
quiet day at the capitoL Some of the defendant, who declared that he
ly living In Las Vegas, to all of whom Time It! No Sour. Gassy Stomach 15 feet on each side of a line running
afraid
of
aftar
that
Birch;
mortally
officials were kept busy with routine
I extend my cordial greetings:
or Dyspepsia jln Five
S..37 deg. E. 8 chains to the place
came
where the end of the strip closes on
"work; others with reports to be sub- the first shot 'was fired Birch
S. E. BUSSER,
Minute
mitted to the governor and a few re- towards him and that he fired in self Superintendent
You don't want a slow remedy tho "t "J
Santa Fe Reading
"UTZo
-- JinT,
ceived callers during the forenoon. defense. Evidence of threats to kill
Rooms.
when
stomach is bad or an un tract was listed upon the application
your
beThere was an air of "lassitude" In Garcia, made by Birch a few days
Secretary LeNoir of the Y. M. C. A. certain one or a harmful one your of Luz Jaramillo, Mineral' Hill, New
certain offices and the oft repeated fore his death, were also introduced. wishes all Santa Fe men to know that stomach Is too valuable; you musn't Mexico; List
The S
of SF
Mr. Ward when spoken to concern
Vot SE , the S Vi of N y, of SiE
expression: "Never again," was mumMr. Busser's instructions will be car injure It with drastic drugs.
X of SE & Sec. 4, the NE
of NE
bled in reference to the dance which ing the case this morning, said that ried out to the letter and the new
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for it's Yi, the E
of E
of SE Vt of NE
in the
state
of
evidence
the
the
while
kept several officials and members of
secretary being just recently a full speed in giving relief; It's harmless-ness- ;
eviof SW Vt of NW Y. the N
thfir clerical force out until 3 a. m. preliminary hearing was also the
of
it's certain unfailing action in NS
fledged member of the Santa Fe famy2, of SW V4. of NW 14, and the
"1 danced every dance," said one of dence relied upon by the defense to ily at Cleburne, it
stomachs.
natural
sour,
that
sick,
gassy
regulating
sonly
SW
of SW
was far
of SW V of NW Vi,
liclal. He looked it; his eyes were prove justification, yet he
he will see that every Santa Fe man It's millions of cures in indigestion, Sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 13 E., containsatisfied on that point, that the
from
Moodshot,
and his family will receive every con- dyspepsia, gastritis and other stom- ing 152.5 acres, application of Aure-li- a
similarity, down to the last detail of
Serna, Ribera, New Mexico; List
ach trouble has made.lt famous the
Looking After the Fish
the stories of the defendant and his sideration and courtesy.
The E
of NW
, the E
Game Warden Baca and Chief Depover.
world
of E
of W y2 of NW
was at least suspicious, and
, the
herder,
Keeo this perfect etomach doctor W
uty Warden Uage B. Otero, are expect that Birch must have either been a NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
Ys
NW
Yi
W
of
of NE , the
of
od back today from the Pecos where"
New York, Jan, 6 Wall street wait- In your home keep it handy get ft NW Y'ot SW V of NE Vt, the N
man among a million or a complete
ed the convening of the supreme court large fifty-cen- t
case from any drug of SW Yi of SW Vt of NE , the S
they have been looking after the thou- idiot to have
taken
to
have
attempted
y2 of NE Va, of SW
of NE Vt, the
sands of fish fry with which the
today after its holiday recess, with store and then If anyone should eat SE V of SW Yt of NE
of
a loaded rifle from two men.
the S
the
idea
stream ha3 been stocked. They have
that decisions looked for something which doesn't agree with NW V of SE V of NE 14, the SW
It is said that Birch was a man of
feeen staying at Lloyd's ranch.
Business them; if what they eat lays Uka load, H of SE Yi of NE Vi, the NE
long might be announced.
of
simple mind. According to informaof NW V of SE Vi, and the
Superintendent of Public Instruc- tion gathered ; by the district attor- was restricted, gjrowlng smaller a) ferments and sours and forms gas; NE
NW Yi of NW 14 of NE Yi of SE Yi,
tion Alvan N. White is expected homo
midday aproached. General influences causes headache, dizziness and nan Sec. 4, T. 13
ney, he was not a man of large phyN., R. 13 E.,
seemed to have little bearing on the sea; eructations of acid and undigest- 160 acres, application of containing
from Silver City today.
Juan B
sique and Is said by those who knew
ed food remember as soon as Pape's Serna, Ribera. New Mexico; List 3- Miss Meyers, the new superintend- him to have been harmless and inofcomes In contact with the 1543. The SW Yi of NW of NW
ent of industrial education, is kept fensive almost to the point of stupidm Diapepsin
the NW Yi of SW
of NW
NE
stomach all such distress vanishes. of
busy grappling with the details of her ity. Notwithstanding the evidence inVi Of NE Yi, the S
of NE Vi of NE
new office. She Is every energetic and troduced, the district attorney is not
It's promptness, certainty and ease Vi of NW Yi, the N Yi of SE X of NE
ANNOUNCEMENT
in overcoming the worst stomach disof NW Yi, and the NE Vi of SW Vi
Jjer efforts may do much to promote inclined to accept the story that this
of NE Yi of NW 'A, Sec. 19, T. 18
a
to
who
is
industrial education in this state.
orders
those
revelation
inoffensive, unarmed man, made such
N., R. 15 E., containing Wk acres,
Santa Fe Concert No.l try it Adv.
an attack upon Garcia as would Jusapplication of Verneranda Gonzales,
APPEAL IN HEINKE CASE.
Ap
Sapello, New Mexic; List
tify him in committing a homicide
If your children are subject to at"Washington, Jan. 6. One of the and says that though, as far as he can
proved, December 11, 1912. S. V.
tacks of croup, watch for the first Proudflt, Assistant Commissioner of
first Important matters on the docket ascertain, the deceased had not a
symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamber- the General Land Office.
of the supreme court of the United friend or a relative In the world and
lain's Cough Remedy as soon as the
THURSDAY, JAN. 9TH.
child becomes hoarse and the attack
Slates, which reconvened today after the defendant Is
and popumay be warded off. For sale by all
the holiday recess, is the appeal in lar, that every effort will be made to
n ffifc
tii.iir print
dealers. Adv.
the case of Charles IL Heike, former sift the matter to the bottom and
secretary of the American Sugar Re- punish the defendant Jf he deserves
fining company. Three years ago
Y.M. C A. HALL
this month Heike was Indicted on
:
v 'I
1
charges of conspiring with other
of Hie American Sugar RefinTRIAL.
THIRD SNEED-BOYCing company to defraud the governMISS DOEOTHYfTEMPLE "
ment by underweighing imports of
Memphis, Texas, Jan. 6, The case
sugar. Ilelke gave evidence before of B. B. Epting. charged with comSopra.no
LAMP that burns right because it is
the grand Jury and at the trials of plicity in the killing of Al Boyce at
eeteral of those indicted with him and Amarillo, Sept. 14 last, was called for
right. The shape of the wick, the
MISS MARY FRENCH
on this ground his attorneys endeav- trial here today. Boyce met death at
size of the chimney, the size of the inlets
ored to prove him immune from
the hands of John B. Sneed, with
for air all these, and countless other details-ha- ve
Pianist & Accompanist
But after a long and bittef whose wife Boyce had eloped to Canbeen determined with utmost care. An
I
legal battle TIeike was convicted In ada some months before. The killing
the federal court in New York and of Boyce was preceded on January 13,
eemtenced to a term in prison.
1912, by the killing of Ms father, Can-tai- n
AT Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
A. G. Boyce, who was fatally
MtGOVERN BEGINS NEW TERM.
shot in a hotel in Fort Worth by
J.'ad'Hon, Wis., Jan. G. Francis E. Sneed. The latter, while at liberty on
Lamp has been the aim sought, and secured.
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A
lamp that gives a steady, white light clear,
E.'cOovern, who was
the
killed
came
to
and
gove- ball,
Amarlllo
Families
diffused.
rnor of "Wisconsin last November, arid younger Boyce. It is alleged that E,i
The RAYO can be lighted without removing
the others chosen to the several state ting aided Sneed in locating his vicWednesday and Thursday
chimney or shade. Easy to clean and rewick.
'
,,ct"3 at that time wore Inaugurated tim, though Epting maintains that he
9 A. M. To 10. P. M.
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Newspaper Advertising
More Effective

23
Newspaper advertising imforms the reader
about what you have to selL
near your store at the time.

Perhaps he may not be

But your Electric Sign catches his eye when

he is near your store. It reminds him of what you
advertised. He is impelled to enter.

such-seriousness

:1

1

Your Electric Sign is the link between his
desire to have a thing and the act of securing it. Then,
too, think of all the transient trade your sign will draw.

Employ This Salesman
f

1

I

An Electric Sign is really the best salesman
you can employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
message burns through the night, positively attracting

trade.

'

The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly
i

low and the expense of maintaining and lighting is
small 'Phone Main 206 for fuU particulars.
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This Baking Powder
Keeps Its Strength

j

t

:
i
Li Abren of Springer was a visr
1
town
in
itor
Sunday.
MUNSING UNION SUITS
A. R. Muesse of Watrous was a visThe large can of K C lasts longer
the most popular suits in the
itor in town yesterday.
than 25 cents worth of other baking
world today, because of the perE. Rivera of Cimarron was a visitand
fit
which
in
they
fect way
or In town yesterday and today.
powders but no matter how lon it
cover the form and because of 0
A. Abrue of Cimarron was a visittakes to get to the bottom the last
tne satisfactory way in which
or in town today, stopping at tne
spoonful is just as good as the first
they stand the test of wash
Plaza hotel.
K. C raises the nicest, lightest biscuits,
and wear.
Mr. and Mrs. Hector Kearney of
town
were
in
Watrous
visitors
yestercakes and pastry you ever ate, and it
MUNSING WEAR always
and
day
today.
is guaranteed pure and wholesome.
gives complete satisfaction.
J. T. Lindsey;. a- - shoe salesman
For goodness sake, use K C.
shoes ei from St. Louis, was a business visitor
DODD
nOROTHY
4n town today.
$3.50 to 54.25.
... .
1
''fa.
Trinidad Romero, who was a visHOLE PROOF hose, guaranitor in town Sunday, left this afterteed' for six months.
to show on his trip "up north" and
noon for Santa Fe. ,
TALK
FISHER'S
DR.
"back
east"
Red
of
the
Sim
nallev. manager
HENDERSON corsets.
The motion pictures of the canal
River ranch at Wagon Mound, was a
visitor in town yesterday.
PLEASED HEARERS and of the ground breaking of the
1 THE POPULAR PRICE STORB j
exposition were first class in every
Manuel Duran, who has been a vis
So vivid were those of tht
way.
itor in town for several weeks, left
ditch"
that one could almost lm-"big
Graobarlb
CANAL
PANAMA
ft
home
ON
in
Pueblo, LECTURE
Hoffman
last evening for his
himself
actually going through
agine
EXPOSITION
AND
FRISCO
Colo.
the many parts of the canaL ParticevenAgents for the NEW IDEA
ENTERTAINING.
last
left
HIGHLY
Martin
S.
Mrs.
M.
ff
10c Patterns.
ularly interesting was the 'movie" of
ing for Fort Madison, Iowa, where she
f'
104.
Main
Telephone
To say that the 500 people who lis the Immense petition of the school
will visit her parents for several
'
children of California asking the city
To say that the 500 people who
weeks. ,
of Philadelphia to "please send the
A.
M.
C.
Y.
Saturday
the
at
H. O. Snyder, the Insurance man,
the
Liberty bell out to the exposition."
on "The Panama Canal and
Jim Whitmore, the well known cat- returned to town Saturday evening night
Dr. Fisher stated that when the bell
not
were
Panama-Pacifi- c
Exposition"
nis from a week's business trip in Puebtleman, left this morning for
mild finally starts on Its long journey ar
it
would
be
putting
disappointed
ranch at Gallinas Springs, making the lo, Colo.
rangements are going to be made to
ly.
County Commissioner A. A.
trip in his Chalmers automobile.
have it stop along the route and the
attention
the
was
given
So
rapt
of Villanueva was a visitor In
Mr. and Mrs. R. DeGraftenreid and
in town today, attending the commission Dr. Fisher that when he bade his doctor said that Las Vegas would be
family, who have been visitors
hearers a courteous good night many included in this itinerary.
town for several days, will leave this ers' meeting.
In the afternoon Dr. Fisher, after
still sat in their seats wondering if
for
the
George W. Whitford, agent
evening for their home in Buchanan.
lecture
being introduced by Professor Ruf'is
NorNiagara Insurance company, with it could be possible that the
Miss Pearl Hutchinson of the
As
Mead, talked to over 200 schoolchilit
time.
6uch
a
was
over
in
short
busito headquarters in Denver, was a
mal University faculty returned
dren and showed himself a man of
to
been
had
Dr.
Fisher
talking
was,
town
Eldorado
In
ness visitor
today.
town last evening from
great adaptability In the manner in
bas been
M.S. Glacier of Denver is a visitor over one hour and 15 minutes. The which
Springs, Mo., where she
he handled the children and
lecture
class;
was
in
high
way
and
Mr.
every
of
in town and is the guest
spending the Christmas holidays.
enter- talked to them "In their own tongue."
of
from
the
not
standpoint
Taichert'
Mr.
Glacier
only
east
A.
Mrs.
Joseph
Ralph Rohrer, who has been
tainment, but chiefly from that of the On account of the fact that his train
on business, spending several weeks is a brother of Mrs. Taichert.
arrived late, Dr. Fisher's assistant
educational.
M.
S.
and
Cook,
even
Frank Wlelandy
in ToDeka. Kan., returned last
y
The dissolving views, both otbe did not have time to "rig" up the mofor a few representatives of the Blackwell,
ing and will remain here
canal and the exposition were tion picture machine and only showed
Panama
Book and. Stationery company
'interests at
days looking after his
of art. Highly beautiful the' children the stereopicon views,
bits
choice
visitors
were
business
of St. Louis;
Onava.
chilami yet artisically colored, they but to be on the square with the
N. R. Maclean of Chicago, superin- in town today.
told
of
them
them
if
dren
he
that
crowd
any
from
the
forth
large
arrived
this
brought
Miss Mary McMahon
tendent of railway insurance for the
applause. desired to come back in a half hour
has continual
appreciative
Pacific Mutual Insurance company, morning from Clovis where she
"hailed" he would show them all the "movies"
views
of
none
the
While
was in town for over Sunday visiting been spending the Christmas holidays
inform- they wanted. It is hardly necessary
Fisher
Dr.
New
from
Mexico,
E.
Mrs.
J.
and
,
Miss Mary Davis. with her parents, Mr.
his
to to say that they all came back and
Intended
he
attend- ed the audience that
Mr. Maclean is on his way from Chi McMahon. i Miss McMahoa is
State
Sunshine
of
they clapped and cheered the pictures
the
a
secure
few
ing the Normal University,
cago to Los Angeles.
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Peoples Bank & Trust Company
ICG, CQD. GO

CAPITAL
"WHERE YOUR SAVINGS

ARE SAFE"

JOHN W. HARRIS, President

J

Wie-land-

JHT

The habit of wanting more produces the power td gelt'.' The surest way to get it is to
"go after it." Put your first Dollar in the bank the others are like sheep, they'll follow right
after. But the start is the thing!
Start the New Year right and do your banking with us.

yil
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AIM H I.G

1
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""

George II. Hunker,
Cectlio Itosenwald, Secretary
Vice-Preside-

fl

nt

.Cleofes Romero,
Ivo W. Lively,

Vice-Preside-

nt

Ass't. Secretary

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Damiger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemente Padilla,
Elmer E. Veeder, Jose Felix
Jose A. Baca, Ceclllo Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison,
'
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George H. Hunker.
,

J
until the association telephone bell bebe-gan to tinkle and excited mothers
pn in innuire for their "lost" chil
dren.
In the evening Colonel R. E. Twitch-el- l
splendidly Introduced Dr. Fisher
Cn a "meaty" five minute talk. Colonel Twitchell told of the historical
resignificance of the exposition and
marked in passing that this exposition
would probably be the last great exposition held Ju this country for the
next half century.
Dr. Fisher proved himself to be a
man of great ability and talent, possessing a magnificent speaking voice,
a pleasing personal appearance and a
Vedelivery that was faultless. Las
gas was Indeed fortunate In securing
the services of so fine a lecturer and
gentleman.

(male) salary, ranging from ,1,800 to ary $900 to $1,320 per year. January
a year. January 20: Agronom 27: Alloy chemist (male) salary, rangist in wheat Investigations (male), sal- ing from $2,400 to $3,000 per year. Febary, ranging from $1,800 to $2,500 per ruary 3: Map printer (male) salary
year; lecturer on road economics (fe- $1,200 per year.
male) age limit 50 years, salary $1,200
Mrs. William Booth and children reper year. January 22: Blue printer
(male) salary, from $2 to $2.80 per turned yesterday from Albuquerque
diem; cadet engineer, (male)' light- where they have been visitors for
house service, salary $660 to $780 per several months.
per year; cadet officer (male) lighthouse service, salary $600 to $720 per
Here It a remedy that will cure your
year; laboratory assistant in cerman-ic- s cold. Why waste time and money exwhen you can get a pre(male) salary, ranging from $900 perimenting
paration that has won a world-widto $1,200 per year; medical interne reputation
by 1U cures of this disease
government hospital for the insane, and can always be depended upon?
salary $600 per year; press feeder It is known everywhere as Chamberlain's
Remedy, and is a medi
(male) salary $480 per year; press cine ofCough
merit For sale by all
real
feeder (male or female) salary 25 to dealers. Adv.
27
cents per hour; tariff clerk,
J. C. Brown, auditor for the Har(male) salary $1,200 per year,' Janu- 22 and 23:
Engineer (male) Indian vey house system, with headquarters
The United States civil service an- service, salary $600 per year; junior in Albuquerque, Is In town for sevnounces the following examinations: chemist (male) salary $1,020 to $1,380 eral days auditing the books of the
sal-- i Castaneda hotel.
January 13, 1913: Farm architect per year; junior computer (male)
$2,000
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Everything in the .House will go at this Great Suit bale. Many
that sell regularly for $18.00 to $25.00 will be found in the stock, and they
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All men's fine shirts,
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Heavy reductions in all lines.
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can save money by buying

now for next winter.
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Hia Way Wat All
Right Until He Himself Gave
the Whole Snap Away.

Psssencer Beating

Jicli Crice, the veteran boxer and

elobe trotter, likes to tell Btoriea
about himself and retails one whereto Honolulu proves to have offered
him a welcome unaware.
"I had been stopping in Honolulu
with the Jeffries-Johnsofight pictures and decided that I wanted to go
to Yokohama. I knew the chief engineer on the Manchuria, which was
Jue In port In a couple of days, and
I thought I would save $200 fare by
riuirig with him.
"When the ship came Into port he
told me that I could have the second
engineer's cabin.
"'Stay inside a couple of days and
then come out and mix with the
There are about 300 on
board,' he told me, 'and I do not think
fou will have any trouble.'
"I followed his Instructions, and
after the second day I came out from
tiding. We were within a few days
bf Japan, and I wag regaling a bunct
In the smoking room with some sto
ties when a company checker looked
at me closely and asked:
i
"'Say, who are you?'
"I did not know him, so proceeded
to tell of my experiences, and relate
What a good friend I had In the chief
engineer. Elding the rods Is hard
"work, I told hlra, but traveling first
cabin on these transpacific liners Is a
pipe.
"The checker left without explaining his official position, but I noticed
bout three hours afterward that the
ship slowed down. I also saw that
the Mongolia, a sister ship on the
same line, was passing us and also
(getting ready to stop. Well, they
fca'y gavo me time to grab up my
bresa book, that other shirt and an
pld pair of boxing gloves I was car- when they transferred me to
Kicg,
ship.
"Going back? Say, did you ever
holystone a deck?"
n

v

fFELLING DISTANCE BY SOUND
lodem Science Has Brought It to Exactitude That la Easily Susceptible of Proof.
There Is an old saying that If you
ean count five between the flash and
thunder you are safe. Modern science
tells us that if you can Bee the flash
at all you are safe, because if It struck
you you would have no time to see it
The speed of lightning la about 180
times that of Bight.
The old idea was that if you could
tiount five the storm was a mile away,
which was considered a safe distance.
Sound travels at the rate of 1,142 feet
a second, or about a mile in five seconds. In order to count seconds accurately many photographers start by
saying to themselvesi "No one thousand, one one thousand, two one thousand, three one thousand," etc. This
gives about the right space between
ach count of one, two, three, etc., if
you stop at the cumber of seconds
you want to time, With a little practice with a watch beside you this is
accurate up to half a minute or more.
If you hear a Bteam whistle blowing
fend note the instant it stops you can
count the seconds until you lose the
sound, and by allowing a fifth of a
mile for each second you can Judge
the distance. The same is true of
guns, or an explosion, or even of hammering or any loud sounds.

Left Them to Think It

Over.

The scene was the club room; the

advanced.
Serious, gloomy,
cheerful, elated were the earnest
faces of the talkers by turn as the
Arguments for and against came
thick and fast
And the subject under debate
"Do Fish Sleep?" That was all; but
t was sufficient to keep them at it
till a late hour of the night, while pawaited
their respective
tiently
wives at home.
So fiercely waged the controversy
that it burnt Itself away. There
came a lull; most of the debaters
were played right out.
It was then that the "cheerful
Idiot," who had played the listener's
roln, chipped in. Rising from his
where he had lain
roomy
unobserved, he stretched, yawned,
then spake:
"Gentlemen, the hour Is late; I, for
one, must hie me to my cot Do fish
eleep? I do not know. But if they
don't, why river beds?" London Answers.
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Usefulness.
What looks like a good suggestion
a device which consists of a sound
magnifying trumpet of flattened form,
similar to certain types of motor
horns, behind which iH a platform
adapted to support the telephone receiver. Upon receiving or making a
call upon the phone and being asked
to "hold the line," the user, instead
af "holding on" with the telephone
pressed to his ear, an arrangement which restricts his movements
ind prevents him from giving his attention to any other matter, merely
Jrops the receiver onto the platform
f the "time saver," where it automatically slides into position with the
earpiece against the small end of the
spiral trumpet. The user is then free
lo go on with his work until the voice
from the trumpet shows him that the
person at the other end is speaking.
Conversation can then either be cartrumried on using the
pet, with the advantage of leaving the
aser's hands both free for the purpose
of turning up references, taking down
a message from dictation, etc., or the
receiver may be lifted off the instru
ment and used !n the ordinary way.
The loud speaking telephone's "voice"
ts very similar to that of a gramophone, and it la thus possible for the
user of oie of these Instruments to
move some little way from iho telephone and yet hear when the person
At the other end of the line Is speak-

WANT
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & EL
A.
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RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

ADVER-

W. M.,

M.

Regular
munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. P. Mills,
H, S .Van Petten, Secretary.

cents per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Ree- No ad to occupy less space than two
4jk ular conclave sec. d Tuea- jvf
line. All advertla menu charged
day in each month at Mawill be booked at space actually set,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
without regard to' number of word
KInkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.
Five

ft

'

-
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;

month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary.
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Wanted!

Guillotine Introduced In the City of
London Cuts Pins In Right

Length.

It is believed that the hatpin
has been solved by a little machine that Is about to be Introduced
in the London shops, writes a correspondent of the New York Times. The

y

Inches in
machines, which are 10
length, cut off the superfluous portions of the pins. In future hatpins
will be, as it were, cut to measure.

Two or three gentlemen
boarders; good private table. Telephone Main 496.

Whenever a woman buys a new hat
he will be supplied with hatpins te
fit, made while she waits. Woman has
long been blamed as callous and careless because, on the top of an omnibus or in the stalls of a theater at
a matinee she suddenly swings round,
Just missing the man at the back
with her set of millinery bayonets.
But she could not help it Hatpins
were made only In two or three sizes,
six Inches or nine inches, as the case
might be, and it Invariably happened
that the particular mounting at the
head which took her fancy was only
available in a largely protruding
length.
Now this is to be altered. The shopper buys her hat and the saleswoman,
with the aid of her guillotine, clips
the hatpin to the exact size. With
Just a twirl a new point Is turned in
the place of the one beheaded; an
other twirl and the pin Is polished
ready for use. protruding only the
fraction of an inch.
Mattresses for Plate Glass.
The mattresses whereon we sleep
are by no means the only ones. There
Is, for Instance, the mattress that Is
placed In wagons for the conveyance
of plate glass In safety.
These wagon mattresses are made
of curled hair. They are of a thickness scarcely greater than that of the
coverlet that is known as a "comfortable." The exigencies of plate-glas- s
transportation require that these mattresses be constructed with exceeding
care. Inasmuch as a slight lump anywhere in the mattress might prove
sufficient to cause the breakage of the
glass that rests upon it. In the event
of two plates of glass resting upon
that lump at the same time still greater danger to the glass is courted.
mattresses cost,
These plate-glas- s
according to size, from $60 to $75.
The mere remaking of such a mat
tress may cost from $20 to $25. Har
per's Weekly.
Bird Tribunals.
Ravens, starlings, and crows are be
lieved to hold courts of justice to mete
Someout punishment to offenders.
times they assemble In great numbers,
as If they would give great dignity
to the occasion. The trial sometimes
apparently endures for many days.
Some birds sit at the conclave with
lowered heads, some merely cock their
heads on the branches and look grave,
while others are most garrulous and
fill the air with their complaints.
Naturalists studying these strange
proceedings have seen an apparently
selected number of birds fall upon one
or more of their number at the close
at the "trial" and put them to death
after which they dispersed in orderly
fashion and went back quietly to their
nests. Harper's Weekly.

WILLOW RIVER, B. C. Main line
Some hats look queenly when poised laid flat to the upper brim from aide
G. T. P., and P. and H. B. Rys.;
on even the most prosaic of hat to side. This is one of those triumphs
entrance great Peace river country.
cannot
which
one
of
of
art
millinery
of
stands, although they are sadly out
and which outlives the
White Pac. Land and Tcwnsitai
tired,
grow
on
head
the
place there. They belong
a
style
fashions,
always
changing
Ltd., 178 Pac. Bldg, Vancouver,
C.,
of youthful beauty and deserve the which will hold Its own. It
may be
B. c. for maps, plats, printed matwhich
admiration
compel.
they
adoring
worn for many seasons.
ter. Agents wanted.
Two such wonderful hats are picMore picturesque, a big hat made
is
of
richLyons of rich white satin overlaid with
tured here. One of them

velvet, with a feather band in snowy
white barred with black, let in about
the brim edge. Feathers of a pearllike surface, and hundreds of them are
required for this border. Each tiny
feather must be exactly placed and
sewed down to a foundation. Such a
decoration represents hours, perhaps
several days, of painstaking work.
Not much more Is needed on the hat
Two clusters of white heron are poised
on the underbrlm where It lifts most
from the face.
A folded scarf of satin ribbon is

NEW EFFECTS

IN

COSTUME

Accessories That Are Unfortunately
Hard for the Home Milliner to
Copy Properly.
Three accessories in matching
shades belong with the smart street
jostume of this season. One or
them is the neck piece of chiffon,
lace or satin trimmed with fur or
feathers and brightened by a tiny
soseeay of silken flowers, another
'a the muff of matching materials and
jfttimes of freakish shape, and still
tnother is the huge rose of velvet
snd Bilk entirely in the ruling tone
9f the boa and the muff. A great
rose, its foliage and Btem all in taupe.
may be seem like an absurdity, ana
so it would be if used alone, but obviously it is the smartest sort of

trimming for a hat of white plush or
sf black velvet that is worn with a
boa and muff of taupe chiffon trimmed
with taupe ostrich feather fringe or
with bands of moleskin.
Another horticultural surprise fur
nished by the milliners is a deep blue
rose that belongs with a boa and muff
of deep blue brocaded silk, trimmed
with bands of ermine. Clasping the
neckpiece under the chin and trimming the front side of the
muff Is a butterfly bow of crocheted
white floss, and falling from under it
silk
Is a shower nosegay of white
rosebuds mangling with bits of swans- down supposed to represent snow
balls. The deep blue rose with its
wealth of deep blue foliage Is pro
vided as a trimming for whatever
hat Is to he worn with the boa and
muff set All of these accessories are
genuine "creations." For an amateur
to attempt to copy them would be to
court the discouraged state of mind
usually produced by failure.

KNIGHTS

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. A. M. Adler,
President: E. C. Ward, Secretary

F. O. E.

Meets second and
fourth Thursday
evening eaci
month at W. O. W. Hall. Visltini
brothers cordially invited. Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
j. Thornhlil
Secretary.

102-Me-

MODERN WOODMEN

OF

For Sale

For Rent

HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Huniei
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New Mexlcv

DENTISTS
CLIFFORD PLEW
Dentist, Room 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Olive 5462
Residence Telephone
Main 67
Office Telephone
DR. E. L. HAMMOND,

DENTIST.

Crockett Building.
Office Telephone
.111
Kfaln 166
House Telephone

Furnished flat strictly KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8,
COUNmodern. 511 Ninth street
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
LORD
DB, F.
FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts,
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- Will be associated wlrn Dr. Clifford
no sickness. 803 Jackson.
bers are cordially invited. Richard
Plew indefinitely.
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
PIONEER BUILDINU.
FOR RENT Two furnished
rooms
Main 67
Office Telephone
for light
down I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Residence
housekeeping;
Main 418
Telephone
stairs. S03 Grand.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visit
FOR RENT Furnished
When you want a reliable medicine
rooms for
ing brethren cordially invited to at- for a cough or cold take Cahmber-laln'- s
light housekeeping. 614 Twelfth
tend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.;
Cough Remedy. It can always
street
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, be depended upon and is pleasant and
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer; safe to take; For sale by all dealers.
FOR RENT Two room
furnished
Adv.
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
house, 921 Lincoln.

7 .Jw

a

FOR RENT Nicely furnished fronjt
room, modern, good location. Ap
ply J, Optic.

i

FOR RENT For Elke only, a few
choice rooms In the New Elks

Ufi

ATTORNEYS

...---M-

FOR RENT

M

P.

THIAS Meeta
ery Monday evein Castle
ning
Vlsitin
Hall.
Knights ar cordi
ally invited. Chaa
Liebachner, Chancellor Commander
Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
and Seal.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meeta first and third Fridays
LOCAL TIME CAM
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
James
O.
Worthy Matron;
EAST BOUND
Worthy Patron; Mrs. GeorPhone Main Arrive
ge Tripp, Secretary.
Depart
No. 2
329, 120 Grand avenue.
9:10 . n
9:15 p. m.
No. 4
11:05 p. m.
11:05 p. m
8
1:15 a. m
1:25 p. tFRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO, No.
p, m......2:10 p. m
every Monday night at N 10.
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
WEST BOUND
8 o'clock.
Visiting m mbers are
1
No
1:20 p m
1:45 p.
welcome.
E. E. Gehring,
cordially
6:10 a. m.
6:15 p. m.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary; No. 3
No. 7.
4:50 p. ns.
p. m.
C. H. Baily, treasurer.
No.
9
6:35 p. m
7:00 p. n.

AMERICA
er lace, proclaims the work of an
Mett in the Forest of brotherly
artist It Is a hat to inspire the
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
painter's brush. The wide, flowing
on the second and fourth Fridays
brim Is edged with folds of chiffon. FOR SALE Roan Durham bull, regis
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
The brim has Just the right droop, i
6
months. Well bred
tered, aged
A collar of velvet is laid about the
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
two
bull
old.
Johv
years
Jersey
brim at its junction with the crown
Visiting members are especially
20 miles east of Las Ve
Hartman,
and finished In the simplest of ties.
welcome and cordially invited.
gas.
Two lovely roses bloom against the
under brim, and they may be of any
color which the wearer electa, hut FOR SALE) One dun colored mule at J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
must be the very best that the flower
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
city pound tomorrow afternoon at 3
maker knows how to produce.
of the month in the vestry
o'clock. Ben Coles.
Tuesday
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
PRETTY FUR COAT.
Isaac Appal,
cordially invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
BOARD and room, 710 Grand avenue,
retary.

d

OF

J
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Home

B.

Meeta second and
fourth Tuesday evening of sach
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exaited Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.
P. O.

ELKS

-- RETAIL

Found
FOUND

At Duncan opera house

af-

ter the Firemen's ball, 1 fur collar,
1 gold bracelet
l gold lace pin.
Owners may have property by calling at O'Malley's Electrical Store.

PRICES

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 Iba., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
60 lbs. to
200 lbs., Each Delivery
Lets than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.
1,000 lbs,

20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

,

AG UA

Business,-Director-

Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crider, Mo., had
been troubled with sick headache for
about five years, when she began taking Chamberlain's Tablets. She has
taken two bottles of them and they
have cured her. Sick headache is
caused by a disordered stomach for
which these tablets are especially intended. Try them, get well and stay
well. Sold by all dealers. Adv.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE' 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

y

Spiral Draperies.

Feminine critics of the new draper
ies which are now In evidence are
now asking not only If these are becoming, but also if they are really the
point of departure from the treasured
fetish of "line."
One thing Is certain about these
draperies. At tho present moment
nothing is so much in tho height of
fashion as this mode of arranging the
draperies that
gown in spiral-liktwine round the figure and open at
f.he front or at the side to allow more
freedom or. movement, ana also to
show the daintiest of hosiery and the
e

prettiest

of shoes.

Chinese Crepe.

This fabric is extremely fashionable and many pretty articles are
made from It
When it becomes soiled make a
strong lather of boiling water and
white Boap. Allow this to cool and
wash the crepe by pressing It with
the bands. Rinse it In salty water,
to set the colors, and dry in the open
air.

Wash the crepe as quickly as possible to prevent the colors from

A novel fur coat In slightly draped

velvet broche.

PETER P. MACKEL

Skirt on Tacks.
Most every woman knows that it
spoils the shape of ,a skirt at the hips
to hang It on an ordinary coathanger.
This difficulty can be overcome by
driving two email tacks (one each side
of the wire hook), leaving the heads
protruding only a little bit. Put the
tacks just as far apart as the loops on
the skirt. A coat can be hung over
this without in the least crushing the

skirt

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glaxlng.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
Side Plata . . . .Old Town

et

H. C. YOUNG
Lock and Gunsmith

the top

Each member of
n the sideboard
the family is allowed a special wish
for the week, and may mail it in the
menu box at any time. On Saturday
the housekeeper opens the box, tabulates the wishes, and with these an a
menu
aelp makes out a sau.tfactory
for the next week.

Bicycle and

Repairing

general
Menu Box.
box with a slit in

ANT Ads
Are Best

2u

trimmed with white

fox and bordered with black and white

Keep a

'I

Rut-ledg-

WANTED

SOLVES THE HATPIN TROUBLE

NO. .

LODGE

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In L. O. O. MOOSE

ill

II '

each

ing.

dlffl-ttilt-

Mi .11

ffai

DORADO

com-
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Plus and Minus.
Formerly, In order to express ths
sign of addition, the Latin word plus
(more) was abbreviated to P, which
In the haste of writing often desen.
rated into a simple cross and was
ultimately adopted as such. With
to the sign of subtraction, we
(Bee In many books published hefors
he eighteenth century that It was
rwrltten as a small horizontal stroke
Blood Temperature of Athletes.
fceneath the letters ms. Gradually II
There
have been made at the Lon
came to be written without the let don
some curious ob
College
tors as we use it today. Harper's servations onhospital
the blood temperature
fWeckly.
of athletes. The normal blood tem
perature of man is about 98.11 de
Work of Grecian Women.
,
frees Fahrenheit A young man, after
i
The first women's paper In Greece a run of 200 yards, showed a tern
""ras established twenty-fivyears ago perature bf 100.76 degrees; another a
"p.y Mme. Callirhoe Parren. The old. temperature of 100.94 degrees; a third
I women's organization was founded a temperature of 102.2 degrees after a
A mile run pro.j 1873 under the name of the Ladies' run of half a mile.
with the object of securing duced an Internal temperature of 102.8
for poor women ar en
degrees with one athlete and 103.6 de
-.'ing native industries. F sev-- ! grees with another. After a three
al years the Greek National Council mile run one young roan had a tem
r v'omon has been a power in the
105 degrees, but this run
- 'i8 of the country, and It aims to perature of blood
temperature was
normal
ner's
urn pquui rights for wpmen In ail 101
altiioiigh he was In per
- .vn.ts
of.;Sr govtrum!uL
fect health.- Ilurver'B Weekly.
e

Regal Millinery

New Idea That Seems at a Glance
Should Be of Extreme

T"TVr?

'ICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
East Las Vegas.
Sixth St

'20

Automobile,

Carriage &

SIGN PAINTING
0.
429

HERMAN

Qrancl Ave

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT EUY the particular thing Is worth most

'"

v1it-That property you want to sell is fl
WORTH MOST to someone
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of
your property unless It were advertised here.
-'-

I

:.- -.

1

r

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any Bert, and musical
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of all
sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

kets.

mr.
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

he

nderful.

H
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The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure'sflagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for S7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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LOCAL NEWS

WHAT YOU SAVE

j

Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

In Addition

PAY CASH AND PAY LESS

'

AT THE STORE OF

IKE IDAVIS
The Cash G?bder
We are selling 16 lbs. sugar for

N. B.

$1.00

TEA TALKS
a BEVERAGE NOT AN ORNAMENT.
Our teas are selected for their cup quality not
for their looks. In orderthat you may know
this for yourseif we will, for this week, sell for
!
.... .
CASH
15

.

Our 35c Teas for
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our

......

50c Teas for
60c Teas for
75c Teas for

.' .

.V.

'

25c per lb.
.

.35c per
per
55c per
. . 75c per
.$1.00 per

........... 40c

i

.

.

)

:

.

.

1.00 Teas for$1.25 Teas for.

-

lb.
lb. '
lb.
lb.
lb.

this week our Splendid "CREAM
LOAF" flour, the best'flour pn the market $1.50,
per sack.

J.

lbs. Sugar for $1,00

R.OCE

The board of county commissioners
met today at the court house In regular January session. Only routine
business was transacted at the morning session. The commissioners met
again in the afternoon.

The United States postofice department has established a new postof-fic- e
at Myndus, Luna county, New
Mexico, of which Robert D. Clayton
has been appointed postmaster. W.
Handford Miller has been reappointed postmaster at Pendleton, N. M.

Peter Linn, manager of Ey Dorado
hotel, has been nominated by the
democratic party as a candidate for
the office ot justice of the peace and
police magitrate. Judge D. R. Murray,
the present holder of the office, is the
candidate of the republican party.
This election will take place on MonJanuary

13.

Postmaster P. O. Blood stated today that an insured parcels post package No. 4007 was received in the East
Las Vegas postoffice this morning
from Kansas City. This package was
mailed on Saturday, January 4, and
clearly demonstrates that the parcels
post business is on the boom tn Kan
sas City. Reports from all over the
country indicate that an enormous
business Is being done by the new
branch of the United States postoffice

IL

The funeral services of the late
Joseph Orville Wood were held Saturday afternoon from the family
residence on Eleventh' street, the Rev.
Norman Skinner officiating.
Many
promient citizens, friends and relatives of the deceased aa well as members of the local Masoic order attended the funeral and many beautiful
flowrs were sent as a token of respect to Mr. Wood. The pall bearers
were: W. B. Stapp, W. H. Stapp,
James Leonard, James Saxton, Orlando Smith and John Hansen. Interment was in Masonic cemetery, nder
the direction of Chapman lodge No. 2
A. F. and A. M.
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After a vacation which coEOitied
The committee has drawn up a setj
a date EeTeraJ fl
of rules to govern the coming tourna- Christmas the Normal
University to-- ;
meat, which will be rolled in a more morrow morning will resume its rero-- j
businesslike and sportsmanlike man lar work.
Every student is expected ;
ner than was the first tournament, ev- to be present
promptly at 5:10 o'clock
ery team having an equal chance o The 9 o'clock classes will recite at i
carrying off the first benore. Follow- that hour and the study room wa be
OF LAS VEGAS. N. M
ing are the rules as drawn up by the opened and dismissed at 1:05 o'clock,
committee:
necessitating a late dinner for the j
Rule No. 1. Each game to be
students. The S o'clock classes will
the referee to be selected from recite at 9 o'clock and the tracing
CafiTAL. $iUft.C Slefixs, akd Ufeivieid Psofits $35,300
the bowling committee.
school will recite at 9 o'clock, as eb- Rule No. 2. The captain ol each naL This order will he mairtaia dar-- j
Oar Depositors lecenre Every Courtesy and
team shall appoint one man on foul ing the week and the president. Dr. j
Wlihin the Scope of Good Baulk!.
line. Penalties for fouls will be rigid- Frank H. H. Roberts, is ansions that !
ly enforced by the referee. Fouling the students take uotice of tliip an- or nouncement
will consist of bowler crossing
J
TIma Deposits
touching foul line, lofting ball on alley, or bowling on the wrong alley.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Rule No. 3. Referee will have audecide
to
all
arguments.
thority
WANTED To buy good pool table.
Rule Uo. t. Substitutes: Captains
Address D. JT Cassidy, Mora, N. M.
will not be allowed to substitute
!G
for the captain of another team. AH
substitutes must be selected from
same class oh class below bowler for
whom they ire substituting. No team
will be allowed in a game more than
two substitutes and in case of the
team substituting more than two men,
'
said team will be obliged to forfeit
Vvertz.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

j

;,

tmsrestPatecit

The Combination Power Machine

!

game.

GER.

that
EMPRESS, you know,
Flour that makes Baking a Delist
is

Where You Get Right Prices

E. Dowiing, who has been local
train master for the Santa Fe railroad
cnmpaur for the past two years, was
last week presented with a newest
type, solid gold "vValtbam 23 jewel
motto is "THE STORE OF
Our aim
INCHES OF
watch and chain by the local yard FOUR PtiD
and office employes of the Santa Fe.
SNOW FALLS AKD TEMPERADEPENDABLE PRICES." Our methods and
Mr. Dowiing, who expects to leave
TURE DROPS BELOW ZERO.
Las Vegas shortly, cas made many
ever INCREASING BUSINESS BEAR US OUT.
n tie
is
friends during his stay in town and
town
in
sled
today
Every
is well liked and respected by all who job as a result of the l:g sw.-- siorm
Ycu do
"reduction
for
know Mm.
have to
that Las Vegas Las been cr:-::- .?
since late Saturday evening. The kii
value on
sate" "to-da- ys
special" to get
In spite of the severe snow storm, j are having the time of tieir lives,
tiere are
the majority of the Santa Fe trains coasting on what few
any article you may purchase from us.
yesterday and today were on time. about town and Bteaiirg rids leiiaf
Yesterday trains No. l and No. 10 teams. The coal men- are a2 wearing
were on time, while today's train No. that smile that won't come 2. for,
Our goods and prices demonstrate
fact.
1 was later by only 25 minutes, train during the past 48 hours, a large
No. 10 being on time. The trains last amount of coal has been consumed as
snzp
evening were practically all on time a result of the unusually
with, the exception of No. 9 which that came with the snow.
was several hours late. Tonights train
Testerday the "guy what hands out
No. 9 will be an hour late In arriving, the frozen rain" struck for a lew
"COMPLETE HOME FIRMSBERS"
the other trains are reported on time. hours, as it was actually too cold to
furnish a reliable irand of snow, tie
thermometer hovering aroand zero j
NEW BOWLING LEAGUE most of the day. OfSciaHy the fall -3"?
of snow since Saturday Eight Las j
incces ana tie
four and one-habeen
FOilllED By THE ELKS lowest temperature was recorded this
KO KCEE EESIEAELE CI EHJOYAELE
EOLIBAT GIFT
thermometer
regthe
morning when
E0X1CF FEAGRANT "EL ARAEF
xero. TLe j
RULES ARE FORMULATED WHICH istered three degrees
J
snow
more
weather man is predicting
WILL INSURE TO EACH TEAM
"
with cold weather for tomorrow.
A SQUARE DEAL
The snow is the first big fall of
since Sej it ember. It wi3 ae
wetness
The bowling committee of the Elks"
w
t
welcomed by the stock men and dry
club, composed of Bert W. Kelly, E. J.
the latter, who
McWenie and William Springer, has farmers, espeeiaiv
will now be able to begin extensive i
reorganized the old bowling league
which concluded its series of gam4 plowing.
According to J. C B&ier, Tolunteer j
lust month. The reorganized league
observer at the New 3iexfca 3
weather
will consist of seven teams, as did the
Normal University, the snow amoan'f 3
old league. The personnel ot each
in rainfall to .43 in. The Mchest ten.- - g
team, however, has been somewhat
peraiure registered today was five de- - j J
changed.
5
grees.
of the
Following is the make-u: 4
it
seven teams: Trumbulls Trumbull,
a dram of Ola Tarso Jo;rb.T j
captain, Dennis, McGuire, C. Danzi-- ; Try
Bar. Adv.
j y
AT ALL DEALEBS
I ALL SniES, SHAPES, SIZES
ger and W. Hoke. Loseys Losey, cap- at the Opera
tain, Harris, Anton, Kudulph and
Enj Early While Assortments Are Complete
Springer. Wittens Witten, captain,
Leahy, Lord, Hammond and S. Kosen-thal- . KOMIAL UNIVERSITY
Kellys i B. W. Kelly, captain,
Martin, Strass, O'Malley and JL Dan-- :
REOPENS TfiMDRHOW!
ziger. McWeniee
ilcWenie, captain,
I
Conway, J. Danziger, Kolette and C:
JeiTersoB Raynoii Pndsnt
W. G. Ward. Hokes E. Hoke, cap
E. 0. EtynoKs Vice Presdeat
HaPett RayaoKis Cashiei
VACATION OF SEVERAL
AFTER
tain, Farley, Lujan, Baily, and
R. Erie Ecle Asst Cashier
j
Stepbea B. ZvH Vk Presided
WEEKS STATE INSTITUTION
Johnson. Aments Ament, captain, j
WILL RESUME ITS WORK
Henriquez, O. M. Ward, Duncan and!

'

department

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

lull iiMi.z

UEuhi Hit.

DOWN ON LAS

;

This evening at 8 o'clock the Fraternal Brotherhood will meet in the
O. R. C. hall for the purpose of installing its recently elected officers
and initiating several candidates,
the business of the evening a
banquet will be served after which
there will be dancing. Every member
is urged' to be present.

day,

H. STEARNS
G

Owing to the absence of some dl
the members from the city the regular meeting of the Las Vegas lad
grant board was postponed from today until Monday of next week.

g

Also for

16

5:43

Tonight at the Elks' club the first
game In the new bowling league will
be rolled between the Trumbull and
the Losey teams. The game Is scheduled to commence at 8:30 o'clock. All
Elks and their ladies are invited to

and everything else in proportion.

Tea

at

Finch's Golden WedOYiifc Rye. aged
rood. Direct from distillery
At the Ixbby, of course.

and 3 PER CENT if you take the goods with
ycu instead of having them delivered.
GET THE HABIT.

lamps

In the
to you.
Adv.

IF YOU EUY A COUPON BOOK

iLIZZAHD SWEEPS

By Bpym

Ben Lewis is ill at his home with
a eevere cold.

nearly every article you need for your table

CEP

insurance

Adv.

From 10 to 20 Per Cent or More

2 PER

for

See Van Petten

BY PAYING US CASH

On

WaJseultftrg, Colo,, is i.lv.Er from
the effects of aa epi.'
of bcartet
fever, the schools of the t.ty iwing
closed. Every effort is being made to
prevent the threading of the disease.

Ring up or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
come and take your family
washing.
After you have convinced
yourself that we do the work
better, at less cost and do not
give, the clothes near the wear
they receive at home, you wiU
not hesitate to give us the
work.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
fhoat Mio

Rule No. 5. No bowler except the
ona bowling his frame will be allowed on or behind the alleys. Violation 1
of Rule No. 5 will subject the whole
team of whith the offender is a meni-- J a
j
ber to a penalty.
The team wmiiing the largest num
ber of games will be declared the. winner of the tournament and will be
given a prize of five new bowling
balls.
Following is the schedule of
games arranged by the committee:
January 6 Trumbull vs. Losey.
January S Witten vs. Kelly.
January l, McWenie vs. Hoke.
January 13 Ament vs. Trumbull.
ft
January ir Witten vs. Losey.
January 17 McWenie vs. Kelly.
January 20 Hoke vs. Trumbull.
h
January 22 .McWenie vs. Witten.
24
vs.
January
Losey.
Kelly
January 27 Ament vs. Hoke.
January 29 Witten vs. Trumbull.
January 31 Ament vs. lieWenie
February 3 Kelly vs. Hoke.
February ".Ament vs. Logey.
February 7 Witten vs. nok'.
February 10 frumbuli vs. McWe-
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Ed W. CEriea, who was formerly
at the A. L. Guirp fcartf.-ito-r,
has entered the employ f ti?
Fred
tarter shop.
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